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Editorial
It seems a long time ago
since citizens' band radio was
featured on national television
(in fact, il was a long time
ago) bul Channel 4's Ne/work
7 came up trumps a few
weeks ago with their slot True
or Fa/se, which fealured
Deana and Ran Slewart. The
tale, which you had to guess
was true or false, was about a
young couple who met over
CB radio and eventually gal
married. Could a marriage
made in Heaven really be the

Viva CB!
Brazil's one million-plus
independent truckers are
calling on their government to
introduce CB radio as a
precaution against the very
real threat of hijacking on the
country's thousands of miles
4

soothing music . . . or chal .
result of a chance encounter
or weather . . . or whatever.
over CB? Well, the answer
Last, but not least, may I
was TRUE.
For those of you who aren't direct your attention 10 our
four-page centre pull-out
familiar with the show, it is a
'magazine'-type programme
Readers' Survey, which acls
as a guide to what you, the
aimed at the 1 5-25 year-old
readers, would like to see in
group, featuring music,
the only remaining magazine
fashion and news. The True
for citizens' band. Please take
or False section comprises a
this opportunity to make your
1 O-minute film of an unusual
views known - it will help us
story on any subject. Thanks
to the efforts of your favourite as much as it will help you in
, that, hopefully, we know what
magazine, Network 7 came
you want to see in the
up with an unusual CB love
magazine.
story. As always, it's pleasing
Laslly, I would like to
to see citizens' band radio
address those people who
getting good exposure,
have recently purchased
instead of the usual wally
horror stories which appear in CEPT sets. Are you suffering
from interference from radio
the media.
paging etc? If so, let us know
Elsewhere, we look at the
which channels are being
problems of bleedover, a
blocked out (usually, it's
common complaint, and one
channels 24, 1 7 and 2) and
which we could well do
we will try to compile a list
without. Also, Ihis month see
and UK map of inlerference
the beginning of a new
10 present to the DTI. Mark
semi-regular series on in-car
entertainment - entertainment your letters "Paging
Problems", Citizens' Band, 1 ,
other than CB, that is. If
Golden Square, London Wl R
you're fed u p wilh Ihe lunatic
3AB.
fringe on the CB, why not
That's all for now - enjoy!
relax and listen to some

of lonely roads, or at
out-of-the-way truckstops.
In many recent cases
drivers have been left to die in
the remote Brazilian
counlryside by groups of
hijackers out to make a quick
profit out of driving the stolen

trucks to neighbours
Paraguay. Often working to
order in gangs of four or five,
Ihe hijackers lie in wait for the
lone driver, eilher at a known
slopping place, few of which
have telephones, or at a point
in the road where the truck is

obliged to travel slowly, such
as on winding passes or
steep inclines. Once a truck
is spotted, it is brought to a
halt and the driver is forced to
hand it over, often at gunpoint
and always at considerable
risk to his life.
Once hijacked, the Iruck is
driven across the border into
Paraguay, where both truck
and cargo can be sold on the
thriving black market which
exists because Paraguay,
which has little or no industry
of its own and feels
compelled to safeguard what
little it has against foreign
competition, imposes very
high import tarriffs on goods
brought in from outside South
America, parlicularly from
Europe. This together with the
ease of passage across the
border with comparatively
wealthy Brazil, has created a
situation in which
Paraguayans are ready and
willing to buy almost any
commodity at less than the
official import price, wilh few,
if any, questions asked.
Paraguayan border officials
seem unable, or unwilling 10
stem the illicit trade, perhaps
in pari because the high
import dues charged on
European goods do not apply
to goods from the rest of
Soulh America.
Like most South American
countries, Paraguay has no
motor industry of its own, so
that Ihe trucks illegally
imported from Brazil, which
has ils own modern Iruck and
car factories, oflen become
worth more to the
Paraguayans, whose demand
for transport has grown
rapidly in recent years, than
Ihe cargoes they were
carrying. Nor, until recently,
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The Great British
Convoy

OF CB

--------1
was it difficult to 'launder' the
trucks almost as soon as they
had crossed the border. False
bills of sale were readily
obtainable and with these the
hijackers' customers were
able to obtain legitimate
Paraguayan registration
documents, so Ihat within
twenty four hours of being
stolen, a Brazilian truck would
become 'legally' registered to
its new Paraguayan owner.
Although it is the truck
drivers who are demanding
the introduction of CB, Irucks
are by no means the only
vehicles likely to fall prey to
Ihe cross-border bandils, with
cars, particularly late model
American ones, fetching very
respectable prices on the
Paraguayan market, where
almost any commodity will
. find a ready buyer.
This form of piracy is no
new phenomenon in Brazil
and although the truckers'
union had made numerous
representations 10 the
government in the country's
capital, Brasilia, little or
nothing was done until the
drivers decided to take
matters into Iheir own hands.
In typical trucker fashion, they
blockaded Ihe Paraguayan
border, refusing to let even
legitimate traffic cross until
both the Brazilian and
Paraguayan authorities had
agreed to take action to stop
the illicit trade, which, as well
as leading to injury and death,
is costing the oflen
self-employed truckers million
of dollars in lost trade and
vaslly increased insurance
premiums.
The result was immediate'
It led to a joint effort between
the two governments.
Code named 'Operation
Return', this offensive has so
far led to the return of some
eighl hundred stolen trucks
and a number of private cars,
together with an attempt on
the pari of Ihe Paraguayans
to tighten their vehicle
registration procedure. Even
so, Ihe drivers claim that this
is nothing more than Ihe tip of
the iceberg. They claim that
only by fitting CB rigs can
they hope to combat the
problem. In a country more
than twenly five times the size
CITIZENS' BAND

of the United Kingdom,
drivers have stories to tell of
colleagues murdered on the
spot and others who have
been bound so securely that
they have died before being
able to loosen Iheir bonds. A
trucker apparently counts
himself lucky if he loses no
more than his truck and its
load! The Brazilian
government points out that
the hijackers face very heavy
penalties if caught but the
truckers insist thal without a
two-way communication
network the sheer size of the
country makes their detection
and arrest an almost
impossible task.
So far the response of the
Brazilian government has
been disappointing. Official
sources claimed that in such
a large country CB would do
little to overcome the
problem, since the distance to
the nearest base station, or
even another trucker, would
be so great as to make a
rescue attempt impraclical,
even if the cry for help were
heard. They also claim thal it
would be impractical to
establish monitoring posts at
regular intervals on a wide
number of channels,
especially in the more remole
areas favoured by Ihe
hijackers.
The drivers counter this
argument by pointing out that
even if they still lost their
trucks, they would at least
possess the means to let
someone else know where 10
look for them, reducing the
risk of death from exposure,
hunger and extremes of
temperature. They also pOinl
out that the ability to pass
information aboul stolen
trucks among themselves,
and to the police, would
greatly increase the risks
faced by the hijackers in
driving Iheir booty 10 the
Paraguayan border. They are
contemptuous of the
argument about monitoring
stations and the number of
channels required, and pOinl
eagerly to the American
example of channel 1 9 and
its network of volunteer
monitors, pointing out that CB
would also bring benefits 10
the residenls of those same
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Plans 10 bring together
truckers from all over the
country for the first British
convoy are now well under
way, with drivers pledging to
raise sponsorship for charity.
The convoy, consisting of
eight legs starting from
different parts of the country,
will converge on the
American Adventure Theme
Park in Ilkeston, Derbyshire,
on September 1 7, to join the
American Adventure Truck
Rally which offers a weekend
9f fun and excitement for all
the family.
"Convoy 88" will start from
as far afield as Exeter and
Dover in the South, and
Glasgow in the North, and
truckers taking pari will be
raising sponsorship for every
mile they cover. The
organisers, Truckstop Club,
have nominated three main
charities for the event: The
Save The Children Fund, The
Nuffield Orthotic Patient Care
Building Appeal at Oxford and
the Great Ormond Street
Hospital Wishing Well Appeal,
allhough drivers can support
any charity they choose.
And the bus fraternity have
not been forgotten. There will
be a special bus convoy,
which will include a number
of vintage buses, organised
by Bill Wilford of Kent Metro.
Bill, who is celebrating 25
years in business, will lead
the Brighton leg which has
been christened the "Kent
Metro Silver Jubilee Run". He
is supplying a special
commemorative plaque to all
vehicles arriving at the Park,
and is offering free rides in
the vintage buses.
A star attraction at the Rally
- and in keeping with the
American theme of the
weekend - is the incredible

remote dislricts in which the
hijackers like to operale.
From their recent actions
and the immediate response
which they elicited from the
Brazilian government. it is
unlikely thal the truckers will
continue to take 'no' for an
answer indefinitely and our
sources suggest that they are
planning further disruption of
cross-border and internal
Iraffic and communications 10

4-axle Western Star 'Lady
Louise', owned and driven by
Geoff Byford. Geoff will lead
the Bristol leg of the convoy,
and his truck will be on
display Ihroughout the
weekend, along with the
many other vehicles - of all
shapes and sizes - taking
part.
The management of the
American Adventure Theme
Park have offered space for
at leasl 500 Irucks, buses and
slreet vans, and after the
initial admission fee (reduced
for rally entrants), all major
rides are free.
There will be a Rally
Special Hoe-Down and
bar-b-que in the Silver City
western town, complete with
saloon, where cowboy gear is
the order of the day.
Action-packed live shows and
wild west attractions will be
happening throughout the
weekend.
Said Bill Willford, "The
event is likely to be one of the
mosl memorable in British
Irucking history, if the
response so far received is
anything to go by. And the
sight of all those trucks and
buses in convoy along the
motorways is one that the
public are not likely to forget
in a hurry".
He went on: "Obviously, the
more truckers who register
the better, and we hope that
anyone who hasn't already
done so will contact the
organisers, Truckstop Club,
as soon as possible for an
entry form. 11 is going to be a
great British/ American
Adventure and one, I am sure,
thal will be enjoyed by
everyone who comes along".
Anyone wanting further
information about entries to
the Convoy or the Rally
should ring the Rally Hotline
on (0795) 535076.

demonstrate their strength of
feeling and to persuade their
government to permit the use
of a facility which most
civilised countries regard as
nothing more nor less than a
basic freedom.
To more than a million
Brazilian truckers it could
mean the greatest freedom of
all, the difference between life
and dealh! We wish them
well'
5

BACK CHAT

Do the
DTI
Listen?

Do the OTI Listen?
Mike Charlie from Northampton seemed,
to me, to list quite nicely the problems in
Ihis country with not CB but the OTt.
As he mentioned, I too have worked
the range 26-28MHz frequencies and
have found it to be enjoyable, especially
on SSB. But I'm afraid that I too must
now take this opportunity to have a
moan and put forward some paints and
ideas.
1. We got 27MHz by a petition for AM.
Strange. Were the OTI listening 10 our
plea? Or was it all arranged
beforehand?
2. If we are going 10 be restricled to
26MHz in the future, who is going to be
using 27MHz?
3. They say that all this AM and SSB
interferes with . . . who?
4. I must say that I feel very strongly
about the need for an exam and a
callsign (sorry, lads). I see this as the
only way to clean up and maintain a
certain standard. On passing this exam,
Ihe user would be permitted to use
frequencies no lower than 25MHz and
not above 27MHz. Modes would include
AM, FM and, of course, SSB:
25-26MHz SSB (max output 400 watts like amaleur radio).
27MHz SSB (max output 40 watts).
27MHz FM (max output 4 watts).
5. What's the matter with having
25-27MHz in one box? Currently, two
sets are required. Can this change? A
stack system of radios in my car doesn't
sound great.
6. Why don't you guys make out a
questionnaire in the next issue and give
Ihem 10 Ihe DTI. Try 10 get across what
the people want. If possible, have a
discussion in Telford with the OTI and
the surrounding OXers of Shropshire.
Blue Boy,
Telford

6

Grow Up
First of all, I would like to compliment
you on the standard and quality of your
magazine. Regarding the letter by
Freelance in a recent issue: I am also a
member of Natcolcibar and I cannot
believe that Natcolcibar would defend,
to the bitter end, these people who
purposefully go out of their way to
degrade the CB system.
Natcolcibar's aims and purpose is to
fight for a better UK CB FM system and
also to fight for the legalisation of
AM/SSB.
I am appalled to read, in his letter, thal
older, more experienced breakers have
formed themselves into a Mafia-style
organisation that goes round clipping
co-ax cables. What are these people
hoping to achieve? I suggest that they
approach the proper authorities, grow
up, and stop giving CB the cut-throat

image it does not really need.
Now may I turn to older members of
CB radio. I am 22 years of age and
came on CB when I was 19. I have
noticed that most - not all, but most older breakers regard the young, new
breaker as a nuisance and a wally. This
is not so. Most young breakers come on
and are not sure of the general running
of CB. Why can't the older breakers take
newcomers under their wings and guide
them. Some of the older breakers
around my area - mentioning no names
- aren't the 'good buddys' they make
themselves out to be.
Now, onto your article in the April
issue regarding examinations for the
CEPT frequencies. I think it is a very
good idea indeed and it could sort out
the wallies from the genuine breakers.
Major Tom,
Wakefleld

I
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Embarrassed
Please, please, please don't put me
through it again. It started with mild
symptoms in November. In December
and January, it got noticeably worse but
in March it reached its peak. But what
am I talking about, you may ask. The
truth is, you see, that I am becoming
increasingly more embarrassed when I
pick up my copy of Citizens' Band from
my newsagent.
November displayed a selection of
possibly the worst OSL cards produced,
with the exception of the Rainmaker
one. December featured a Santa Claus
protruding from a fake snow and cotton
wool-covered chimney. Less obtrusive
was the photograph of the Editor - but
only so because of the black-and-white
factor.
Come January, I sallied forth to once
again purchase the latest issue. As the
proprietor handed it over the counter, I

Plea for Good Behaviour
I'm not usually the type of breaker to fly
off the handle (no pun intended) but
month after month of reading letters and
hearing opinions in my own twenty I
thought it about time that I put my own
view across, and hopefully, that of many
others. This was finally triggered off by
the July issue of your magazine and
firstly a letter by a Mike Charlie 1 17 of
Northampton.
What did he mean by "deteriorates to
the level of the 27/81 band"? Maybe in
Northampton he may regard that being
the case but in general I disagree.
Slowly, in my opinion, the channels have
improved since 'the fashion-followers'
that used 27/81 when it was legalised
have lost interest along with most of the
wallies, bucket-mouths and budding
Dj's. Sorry to slick the knife in but this is
a typical attitude of some Hams (or Ihink
they are) suffering from a superiority
complex.
Not that I disagree with everything he
said. The imminent withdrawal of 27/81
in 1 990 is most alarming. Not only will
500,000 rigs in circulation become
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was appalled to find a super-imposed
highlander plastered over the cover. Not,
of course, that I have anything against
super-imposed highlanders but I failed
to see the connection until I read the
article.
This, however, is no consolation, as
the innocent bystander will have no
knowledge of this and therefore his
opinion of the average CBer as a
way-out weirdo is even more confirmed.
I breathed a sigh of relief in February
but the reprise was short-lived for when
my March copy was produced for me
beneath the counter and I reached for
my wallet, I had to blink and pinch
myself before I recovered from the
shock. OK, so the emphasis was on the
Emerald Isle but come off it! A pixie on
the front of a CB magazine? I am now
convinced that my newsagents feel that
CB is just for those who enjoy spending
their time gazing at undersized freaks on
toadstools with outsize ears.
However, on another note, I still
always look forward to my monthly copy,
despite having to roll it inwards. I feel the
content remains excellent and
ever-interesting. Thanks, lads, for
keeping this link open. Keep it up.
Will Robertson,
Bfrmfngham
Sorry to have embarrassed you, Will.
Perhaps you coutd wear a disguise next
time you visit your newsagent. And, by
the way, it was a teprechaun, not a pixie
- Editor.

redundant but this will cause
considerable distress for certain groups
of people. I refer of courqe to the elderly
and disabled in our community for who
the rig is their only lifeline, giving comfort
and friendship. Okay, I know this sounds
a bit melodramatic but the facts are
there and I pray this decision is
reconsidered.
My last points (did I hear at long las!?)
are to do with the article 'CB and
Common Sense' by Paul Coxwell. Most
of the paints I agreed with except:
1 ) Ouote- "how many times on hearing
two strangers talking in the street do you
go barging in between them and ask
them what their names are and where
they live?" Who said CB is anything like
a street? The view here is that it is a
community and anyone who wishes to
come in on the side is always welcome
and rig checks are given if asked for.
Rarely is this as common as every two
minutes but more like greatly in excess
of twenty minutes on the busiest of
evenings. Consideration also implies
good manners which means not
ignoring people which by the sound of it

Old Code
May I comment on the inproper use of
the I nternational Phonetic Code by
almost all radio users, professional and
otherwise, in the use of the phrase
"repeat" if the listener does not quite get
the over. The correct question is to ask
"I say again". Very few radio users are
aware that the phrase "repeal" is a royal
artillery liring order and should not be
used. During the war, the army, on firing
practice on the ranges, almost caused a
severe accident through hearing
"repeat" over their radio. This was
believed to have been caused by a freak
transmission.
How many users of our hobby recall
the old Alphabet:
M M I KE
A
ABLE
B
BAKER
N NOVEMBER
o
OBOE
C CHARLlE
P
PETER
D DOG
E
o OUEENIE
EASY
R
ROBERT
FOX
F
S
SUGAR
G GEORGE
H
HOWE
T TEAR
ITEM
U UNCLE
I
V VIXEN
JUNE
J
KING
W WOLF
K
L
LOVE
X
X-RAY
Z
ZEBRA
Sparky,
Wiltshire

is the oppOSite of Mr Coxwell's twenty.
One additional point though which
fortunately only applies to a very small
minority, please, please, try OSKing
between transmissions. In the end it
saves time and frustration so please
take notice.
2) Another further paint to add regards
occasionally jumping onto someone
else's channel. This can be helped a lot
by first checking the channel before
moving there. Again, please take notice.
3) Although taxis are allowed to use the
frequencies isn't this a little dangerous
for the passenger? Take the example of
a young woman waiting outside a pub
for a taxi. The message goes over the
air and is heard by a less respectable
member of the community and . . . need
I go on? Furthermore, if the taxi firm
wants a specific channel to use why not
invest in their own radio system? If they
can't co-exist with present breakers
then they shouldn't use the CB at all.
Lastly, keep u p the extremely good
work.
The Believer,
Romford
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QUESTIONS

&

ANSWERS

ABLE

Aerial?
Able Aerial :: Socket to Me ::
Guilty in Charge :: Expensive Event
Able Aerial?
I'm very new to CB
and I've just installed
my first rig in my car.
The rig came from a
local Sunday market,
and it cost jusl £5.00 - a
real bargain! II didn't come with any
i nstructions, anlenna or cable bUl l've
managed to work out all of the conlrols,
and Ihanks to a friend we've had it
running in his car, so I know thal it works
okay. The problem is thal it won't work
at all in my car - I thought it may have
packed up, but it still works fine in my
friend's car. The lights and display come
on and there's noise from Ihe speaker,
but all of the channels remain absolutely
dead. The aerial and cable in my car are
both new, purchased recently from
Halfords, the CB aerial adaptor plug was
brought from a reputable local radio
shop - whal can you suggest?
A/ec Harper
Chichester

Q

A

I'm beginning to smell
a rat here - are you
actually using a CB
antenna, or have you
tried 10 hook your new rig
into your existing car
aerial? That's what il sounds like, and
lrom whal you've said, about all
channels remaining dead, I'd pul money
on you having an open circuit on the
aerial conneclor or cable. For Pele's
sake don'l go keying Ihe mike, unless
you want to spend oul on a new RF
oulpul transislor (and that'1I cOSI you
more Ihan a fiver!). Gel a proper CB
antenna, and have it competently

8

installed. A normal car aerial can be
sudden dealh 10 a CB rig. Pul simply, a
CB anlenna and its cable are 'tuned' to
CB Irequencies and Ihe output slage 01
a CB rig - normal car aerials are not
and should never be used. By the way,
welcome to CB, and don't be put off,
you'll soon pick it up .

Expensive Event
I've been roped in to
help organise our
local village fete - I'm
in charge of Ihe
parking, so it occurred
to me that CB would be
a useful aid to me, and my helpers.
We've been in touch with a local CB
shop, who have agreed to loan us five
hand-held walkie-talkies but they said
we'd have to pay for our own batteries.
As the fete will run for two days I reckon
that il's going 10 cost us a small fortune
in batteries. Would it be cheaper to get a
set of re-chargeable batteries for each
unit?
H. Wooley
Crawley

Q

A

A typical hand-held
draws around 50-100
milliamps in the receive
mode and 500mA or
more when transmitting.
With the kind 01 useage
you're suggesting - ie more or less
continuous operation over a two-day
period you'd probably get through a
couple 01 sets 01 batteries on each unit,
each day. A lull set 01 alkalines could
cost £5.00 or more - a set 01
re-chargeables will cost about two to
three times as much but will last for
hundreds, possibfy a thousands or more
charge/discharge cyetes. So yes, the
running cosls would be far less, but you
have to take into account the cost 01 the
batteries, and the chargers - don't
forget, you'd need at leasl a couple 01
extra sets 01 batteries to replace those
on charge . And if you bought them, what
would you do with them once the
walkie-talkies have been returned? It
seems to us that you best bet would be
to try and find a local company to loan
you five sets 01 re-chargeables - alter
all it's in a good cause,
CITIZENS' BAND
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Guilty in Charge
I'm about to sel up a
base-station in my 16
year-old's bedroom.
There's no problem
with the rig - I'm giving
him my oid mobile rig
(Uniden 2000). I'm using a home-built
dipole, mounted on the side of the
house, il's a tried and tested design, so
there shouldn't be any difficulty there.
The only problem now is a mains supply
- ralher than go to Ihe expense of
buying a purpose-made unit would it be
possible to use my old battery charger?
ff not, I've had a root through the loft and
come up with an old train-set controller
- I believe this has a 1 2-volt output,
could I use Ihis?
'Motorman'
Devonport
Nof really .. . Most
ballery chargers have
lillle or no regulation,
and virtually zero
smoothing so you'd
probably get a very loud
'buzz' from Ihe speaker if you tried to
use it. Besides, the unregulated supply
could damage your rig il the output
voltage wandered too high. As lar as the
train controller is concerned, without
knowing more detaits, it's impossible to
say but we suspect that it too will be
unregulated and have lillle or no
smoothing, so again you may
experience a loud mains 'hum'. In any
case it may not be able to deliver the
necessary current (up to 1.5 amps). Why
skimp? Mains PSUs start at around £10
and they turn up now and again at boot
sales, and second-hand shops, and
there's some real bargains to be had - il
you look around. However, as with any
mains-powered appliance, have it
checked thoroughly first - we don't want
to lose any readers.

Q

A

Socket to me
Here's an odd one
for you to sort out I've got a K40 mike
(remember them?), a
reat classic, and t want
to use it with a recently
acquired Realistic (Tandy) TRC209 no�one seems to have any data on
either of them so I'm a bit stuck as to
how to connect up the mike. Can you
help?
Dave 'Leadbucket' Hills
Somerset

Q

A

No problem. The
TRC209 has a standard
S-pin mike socket - pin
numbers are, or should
be, marked on the plug.
From the top, reading from
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lelt to right it goes 1, 4, 2, 5, 3. The K40
connections are as follows I-black &

braid, 2-yellow, 3-red, 4-white and
S-blue.
9

chess and we were the pieces, then this
could be 'check-mate' to the DTI.
As a final thought, some CBers
around the UK are beginning to recall
the Mass Rally of 1 979 which paved the
way for legal CB in the UK. Those who
can remember it speak of the effect this
had on the capital. The estimated figure
(never quoted) was around 1 00,000
breakers, and some feel that it could be
time for another!

"" " " they don't
have to prove
intent to use or
that you are using
I . . ."
"t

Shepherd Man
ponders over the
recent decisions
by the Department
of Trade and
Industry

M

y thanks to Andy
Napier from
Aberdeenshire for his
thoughts on SSB in
reply to mine. I am
sure that Tany Jaconelli
(SACBC) will have noted his comments.
As for the idea that SSB may be some
kind of "April Fool", I don't suppose we
will find that out until the 1 990 Review.
Well done also to IB (Fuller Flannel) for
his letter in Back Chat (June) on
10

summer motoring. The only thing left out
was the 2.3 children that can be found
bouncing on the seats and poking their
tongues out at anyone that passes by.
Following on from last month when I
offer my interpretations of the "DTI
Press Notice - re 934MHz". I have been
sent a copy of a letter sent out by the
DTI/RIS re the Order change under
Section 7 of the Wireless Telegraphy
Act 1 967 headed "Restriction On
Sale/ Possession Of Unapproved CB
Radio Equipment". it would seem that
when this order is approved by
Parliament (July?) it will ban the sale
and possession of sets outside MPT
specifications. This will also include
anyone offering to sell such sets. So if
you have a set fitted with a conversion
board, AM or SSB set or own a set that
has been increased in output power etc,
your stand a good chance of being
busted. So what's changed? The
change is, that they don't have to prove
intent to use or that you are using it possession (even in a box) is all they
need. Although 934MHz users will still
be able to buy and sell their sets aiter
this Order takes effect, as the
withdrawal of MPT 1 321 is on
I mportation and Manufacture. This
applies even after December this year.
Will this new Order change create a
'black market' or 'under the counter'
situation, thus pushing some prices up?
How will this affect the sales of AM/SSB
sets to the Amateur user when you
consider that AM / SSB sets will be illegal
to possess prior to conversions being
carried out? And why has it taken seven
years for the DTI to bring out this Order
change? Is there more to this than "just
tightening up on existing legal
requirements"? If this was a game of

Jet Breakers Community Radio Team
would like to hear from any emergency
monitoring teams around the UK who
would be interested in helping them put
together a list of 'contact' telephone
numbers for use in an emergency. They
feel that it is important to have as many
contacts as possible to aid the passing
of information on missing persons etc.
Those interested in this idea should
contact the team via: PO Box 60, Royal
Leamington Spa, Warwickshire CV31
1 FP.
Those Scottish breakers who have in
the past given financial support to The
Robert Mitchell Appeal, will be saddened
to know that the little boy passed away
in May. However, by request, all monies
raised so far will be transferred to the
Lynn Gilmour Appeal and White Heather
from Glasgow will be continuing her
good work to help raise funds. The Lynn
Gilmour Appeal is set up to give
financial support to a young girl from
Glasgow who attends a special clinic in
Hungary. Monies raised from the Seam ill
Eyeball (1 9th June) will go towards
helping this appeal.
Talking about Eyeballs, whilst at the
Worthing DX Group's Eyeball in June I
ran into an old CB friend, namely Shutter
Bug (Keith) from Somerset. He thrust
into my hand some information about
the Sunrisers DX Group Eyeball on the
1 st October 1 988. It is being held at
Homefarm, Edithmead, Burnham-on
Sea, Somerset. Although the actual
event is only on one day, many breakers
turn it into a weekend bash. Entry for the
day is SOp per person (1 Dam - S.30pm).
Or you can buy a ticket to cover the day
and evening's entertainment at £3 per
adult and £1 .50 per child under 1 2
years. These prices include a buffet.
Trade and club stands are welcome and
there are facilities to camp overnight
with your own camper or tent etc. For
more details contact: PO Box 7,
Bridgewater, Somerset.
2LO Radio Club "Sixth Annual Cycle
Ride" from Richmond to Brighton takes
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place on Ihe 1 4th August. It is in aid of
The Royal Star & Garter Home. This
charity event helps to provide for
disabled sailors, soldiers and airmen.
Bob (Bended Knee) would like to hear
from anyone who would like to enter the
ride or give sponsorship to those who
are already taking part. They also run a
Sponsored Copy over the weekend (UK
FM) and money raised also goes to the
charity. Want to know more? Then
contact them via: PO Box 50, East
Molesey, Surrey KT8 9QH.
Tripe City Breakers' "2nd Mass
Eyeball" (including card swap) is being
held at Barton Village Hall, South
Garstang, Lancs, on Ihe 20th August.
Trade and Club stands are welcome.
Open from 1 Oam - 1 0.30pm (with an
evening disco). More details and
information from: 2 1 7 Queens Road
West, Accrington, Lancs, or telephone
Accrington 390440.
CB 4 The Blind Fun Day (Eyeball) is
on Sunday 28th August at Stanmer Park,
Brighton, Sussex. Trade and club stands
are welcome. No parking or entry fees.
Everyone welcome and money raised
will go towards helping other blind
breakers. More details from: PO Box 2,
Brighlon, Sussex.
At the Tango Bravo Club Meeting held
on the 24th April 1 988 at the Tolworth
Bowling Centre, a cheque was handed
over to Mrs Joan Fielding, the
representative for Guide Dogs For The
Blind, to the value of £805.05. Mrs
Fielding and her guide dog Jenny was
presented with the cheque by Mars Bar
(Dot) and Spitfire (Roger) on behalf of
the Club. The money was raised over
the Whitsun Bank Holiday Weekend last

confirmed. However, regardless of the
fact that these sets are being sold with
Ihe PR 27 GB slicker - they still remain
non Iype-approved for use within the
UK. I would once again suggest that you
check with the DTI before you purchase
a CEPT set, as they are more than
happy to go through the list of approved
sets. The telephone number is 0 1 -2 1 5
2171.
As CEPT seems to be the 'in thing' to
talk about amongst many CBers. I was
very interested to learn from a friend that
the channels presently used by on-site
paging systems will not be completely
cleared until 1 996. From information he
has received via the DTI, they state that
these on-site paging systems should not
cause interference to CEPT CB.
Furthermore that if any CBer is
experiencing such problems then they
should consult the RIS. So what are
these systems used for? Induction Loop
Paging, HF & VHF on-site paging, U H F
on-site paging and local
communications. The one that causes
most problems to the CEPT CB user is
between 26.978MHz to 27.262MHz (HF
27MHz band). This is a 'one-way paging
system' with no return speech facility.
For more details and a copy of the
performance specification, apply to the
DTI, and quote publication number BR6.
But to help those users who are not into
MPT specifications etc, I will leave you
with this following information gleaned
from the "DTI On-Site Paging
Information Sheet" under the heading of:
Inlroduction of CEPT CB.
"The Conference of European Posts
and Telecommunications
Administrations (CEPT)

"If you are suffering from problems on
CEPT and they are caused by on-site
paging systems, contact the RIS and
complain. "
year by a collection of breakers from
local CB clubs under the guidance of
Snapshol (Chris), and these fund-raisers
included darts, tombola, car-washing,
bowling and a car boot sale/auction,
finishing up with a dance on the Sunday.
Those involved would like to thank
everyone for their hard work and
support.
It seems that around the middle of
June, the CB market was again seeing
the return of the Satcom/ Atron Scan
40F (CEPT) sets for sale in many shops.
The only difference Ihis time is that on
the front top right-hand corner can be
found a PR 27 GB sticker. It has even
been said that these sets are being sold
under a third name but this has not been
CITIZENS' BAND
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recommendation provides common
European frequencies for FM Citizen
Band (CB) radio. The adoption of the
CEPT frequencies at the lower part of
the 27MHz band means thal there is a
need to relocate the existing users of
the band.
As HF paging services operate at Ihe
lower part of the 27MHz band it was
recognised that alternative frequencies
10 those intended for CB should be
found for existing HF pager users.
After consultation with RPA it proved
possible to agree on a new long term
allocation for on-site paging at
49.00-49.50MHz. In the future, most
on-site paging syslems will operate on
these frequencies. In addition, Ihe

Department was able to make available
immediately frequencies al 26MHz to
help the siluation as CB is introduced
into the 27MHz band. Users are not
compelled to leave 27MHz unlil 1 996
but if they remain they will run the risk of
receiving harmful interference. Those
users who do remain at 27MHz and
cause interference to Ihe incoming CB
service will be expected fo remedy the
situation",
Radio Paging Association (RPA) is the
liason link between manufacturers,
pager users and the DTI. The
Associalion members are asked to offer
advice to Iheir customers and make
sure that none of its members cause
interference to users of adjacent
systems. The RPA is also Ihe U K
representative on the European
Selective Paging Association. There is a
self-policing arrangement between Ihe
DTI and members of Ihe RPA which
provides, by mutual consent, the
mechanism for tackling any problems
the users might experience.
So if you are suffering from problems
on CEPT and they are caused by on-sile
paging systems, contact the RIS and
complain. Do you think that it is fair that
we should have to wait until 1 996 before
we have our 10lal use of all 40 channels
on CEPT? Do you suffer from these
problems in your area and if so, how
many can'l you use?
To finish up for Ihis month. I would like
10 share with you all the following details
seen on a car sticker in the back
window of a local VW. II should help
some of you late booking holidaymakers
and offers you the chance to obtain a
super and lasting tan:
"Holiday at Windscale - for that
glowing experience".

As a result 01 numerous enquiries
about last month's column, here
she I. the gorgeous Magglel
-

•

•

•

Blot out unwanted noise with this special project,
courtesy of David Cox

A

udio dynamic range
compressors, such as
the one described in this
article, have been around
for many years now. They
are used in top-ffight audio
recording and broadcasting
applications, as they are used to combat
the unavoidable noise which is induced
via the recording or broadcasting
medium. The D.I.Y. project shown here
uses the same simple technique to
process speech to make it more
efficient for CS radio transmission.

Compressors and
Expanders
Compressors and expanders are two
complete opposites yet they almost
always go hand in hand. Essentially, one
processes the sound and the other
"un processes" it. For this reason, the
complete technique is often referred to
as companding.
Looking at figure one, the effects of
compression and expansion can be

COMPRESSOR
INPUT

COMPRESSOR
OUTPUT

seen. The best way of describing what a
compressor does is to say that it is an
amplifier whose, gain is inversely
proportional to the signal applied to its
input. That, in practical terms, tells us

EXPANDER
OUTPUT

EXPANDER
INPUT

OdB
-10dB
-2OdB
-30dB
-40dB
-SOdB
-SOdB
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Effect on dynamIC range of signal when compressed and expanded

that the lower the input signal, the more
the compressor amplifies it. On the other
hand, the expander does the complete
oPPosite. It reduces the low signals still
further.
The dynamics of this technique can
be seen by referring back to fig. 1 . The
scale on the side of this diagram shows
the amplitude of the input signal. Note
that OdS is used as a reference point to
indicate the optimum amplitude of an
input signal. In our case this could be
the loudest vocal signal before
overmodulation occurs. On the scale,
anything lower than OdS shows that a
signal is below this optimum level. Of
course, vocal noises contain both loud
bits and quiet bits alike and so it will not
always be possible to obtain the best
level.
On the diagram, note the input and
output levels to and from the
compressor. See that a -20dS input
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effects a -1 OdB output etc. The
expander, being the opposite of the
compressor, reverses these levels back
to their originals.
Now that both effects can be seen,
you may well ask "Why bother?" After
all, we have ended up with exactly what
we started with. Well that's true, but the
real benefits of companding can be
seen if we add some noise to the
diagram.
Diagrams in fig. 2 and fig. 3 show the
effecl of noise on a normal signal and a
companded signal.
Figure 2 shows an input signal with a
dynamic range of 30dB (-30dB to OdB).
Upon transmitting, noise is encountered
down at -1 5dB, and because of this, at
the output all signals below -1 5dB are
lost in the noise.
However, now look at the effects on
the same situation that are caused by
companding the input signal (fig. 3).

-1(�B�--��---+----+---�--� -10d B

Figu re 2. Above, with a normal s ig nal, the noise at -15d B
blo cks everything below -1Sd B
noise which is louder than the level of
speech, it will actually make it worse.
That would mean double-trouble for
bleedover sufferers.

-10d Bf---i""--;.-L;r-----k''''--''i--i -10d B
-20d Bf---¥--/-C/-30d B L...

-'<--'f---I -2Od B
L

L____JE

__

__

Figu re 3. When the signal is co mpand ed, the noise level is redu ced
and mo re signals get through unhinder ed.
Note : The levels shown a re onl y fo rde monstratio n.
Act ual no ise levels w ill be di fferent.

Again we start with an initial dynamic
range of 30dB which is later
compressed to a range of 1 5dB. After
the compression stage, note that all of
the input signals above -30dB have
been taken above the level of the noise.
During the expander stage, these
signals are dropped back to their
original levels. But also, see that the
expander has dropped the noise level
way back. Now the advantages of
compression/expansion are clear. The
noise level has been halved and all of
the original signals remain intact.
Now doesn't all this sound wonderful?
The thought of having ultra-clear
speech and next-to-no-noise emerging
from your loudspeaker. It has to be too
good to be true! There must be
problems' It is, and here they are.
The first problem is that the
compressor must be with the transmitter
and the expander with the receiver. The
compressor is the easy bit, but having
an expander would also entail having
another audio amplifier and an external
loudspeaker. The complete system
becomes awkward and expensive.
The second problem is that if an
expander encounters a sudden burst of
CITIZENS' BAND
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Just these two problems make the
system impractical. Fortunately, some of
the original good intentions can be
retained if we make use of only the
compressor. After all, it was this part that
boosted the signals above the level of
noise. This is surely the most positive
aspect.
The only slight drawback with having
just the compressor is that the signals
are left out of proportion relative to each
other. This does tend to make the
speech a little overpowering for normal

use but this can be avoided by switching
the unit off when talking to local stations.
The compressor is designed to really
make a difference when talking to an
extremely distant station where perhaps,
your signal is not even strong enough to
move your counterpart's "S" meter
needle.
The compressor designed for this
article is intended to be a cheap but
effective and practical method of
improving the sound of speech for long
distance work. It also includes a variable
control so that the amount of
compression required can be altered to
suit a particular situation.

Design in Brief
The actual compressor circuit is based
around a single intergrated circuit. For
short, it is called a VOGAD which stands
for a Voice Operated Gain Adjusting
Device.
It is this that does the hard work and
with only a few external components,
completes the compressor stage. note
that the VOGAD is connected to a stage
which controls its attack and decay
times. This is necessary so that the
VOGAD will not alter its gain too quickly
as this will lead to distortion.
As can be seen from figure 4, the
input is split so that it can also drive a
fixed gain amplifier. This amplifier is
required to balance up the unprocessed
signal against the processed VOGAD
outpul. As a result, both types of signal

V O GAD

Input 0-_-+

Atta ck

& de cay

Output

timings

Fixed
gain
ampli fier

Bu ffe r
level
control

&

F ig u re 4. Blo ck diagram of com pressor
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Ffgure 5 Main circuit diagram.

are of generally equal amplitude when
the reach the next stage; the
controllable mixer. The control to the
mixer allows us to choose between a
non-compressed output and a totally
compressed output or anything in
between. The output from the mixer is
passed through a level control before
being buffered and sent to the CB.

The Circuit
Figure 5 shows the completed circuit
diagram and it is simply a practical
i nterpretation of the block diagram figure
4. ICl is the VOGAD and is the
SL6270C B-pin chip. The input is passed
to this IC via the DC blocking capacitor
C l . This capacitor also acts as a basic
passive high-pass filter and, as such,
reduces all signals whose frequency is
less than about 300Hz. The VOGAD has
two inputs and they are terminated at
pins 4 and 5. However, only one input is
required for this application and so pin 5
is tied to ground via the resistor R4. ICl
takes its power from pins 3 and 6. The

Input
Signal 1 V

R9

.'VV

device contains two internal stages; a
pre-amplifier and a main amplifier.
Capacitor C3 connects the two together.
Pin 7 is the main amplifier input and is
connected through C4 to the main
output. This capacitor acts as a
low-pass filter with a cut-off paint of

RI I
'
V

AA•

RVl >

Mixed
output

.

Input
signal 2 v

RIO
'VV

R12
'vvv

-!-OV
Figure 6 Passive mixer stage.
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3300Hz. Capacitor C2 and resistor R3
set the attack and decay times
(respectively) for IC1 .
The fixed gain amplifier is based
around IC2a and IC2b. The input is fed
to the input of this section through the
blocking capacitor C5. The fixed gain
amplifier is made up from two inverting
amplifiers. R6 and R5 set the gain of
IC2a to 36dB (6B times). RB and R 7 are
equal and therefore the circuit based
upon IC2b has no gain, but simply
re-inverts the signal from ICl a. Rl and
R2 bias these amplifiers and C7 and CB
are used to remove this DC offset from
the signal path.
The two signals from the VOGAD and
the fixed gain amplifier are then passed
via further DC blocking capacitors to the
mixer stage.
Fig. 6 outlines the mixer in greater
detail. It is a very basic passive mixer
which is roughly similar to the way a
CITfZENS' BAND
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Figure 7. The wiring diagram, also showing the component positions on the stripboard
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balance control works on a stereo hi·li.
Its function is to produce an output
which contains a controllable amount of
each of the two input signals.
When looking at figure 6, assume that
there are two different signals being
applied to the two inputs. Also assume
that VRl has its slider (marked b) set to
the middle of its track. In this instance,
the two signals will pass through R9 and
R l 0 respectively and be present at
either end of the track of VRl (a and c).
As the slider of VRl is in the middle of
its track, there will be an equal
resistance between point (a) and ground
and point (b) and ground. Therefore, the
composite output will contain an equal
amount of each of the input signals.
Let us now assume that the slider is
turned fully to one end of the track, say
to end (a). In this case, the two signals
will again pass through resistors R9 and
Rl 0 to get to paints (a) and (c)
respectively. Now, though, there is a
high resistance between end (c) and
ground, but a very low resistance
between end (a) and ground. Due to this
low resistance, input 1 is effectively
shorted out at this point. The output in
this case would contain 1 00% of signal
2 and nothing from signal 1 . Obviously,
the tables would turn if VRl was turned
CtTIZENS' BAND
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fully the olher way.
R9 and R l 0 are necessary because
otherwise, one of the inpuls would be
directly shorted out if VRl was turned
fully to one way. This action would place
a strain on either ICl or.IC2 and sooner
or later one would be destroyed. Rl l
and R 1 2 on the other hand simply
separate the two halves of the mixer so
that VRl would not cancel both signals
when they were brought together at the
output.
Back to the full circuit diagram, the
output from the passive mixer stage is
fed directly 10 Ihe output level control
(VR2). C9 prevents the DC bias voltage
arranged by R 1 4 / R 1 5 for IC2c from
reaching this control as any DC offset
on the potentiometer track tends to
make Ihe conlrol very noisy when it is
moved. IC2c is a standard buffer which
takes any strains placed on Ihe output
away from VR2. C1 2 is the final DC
blocking capacitor.
Note that of the four microphone
wires, only two are used by the circuit.
The other two remain unchanged and
pass straight from input to output. The
power to the circuit is provided by a
9-volt baltery. Sl is the power switch
and R 1 3 is included to set the current
through the power indication light, 01 .

Two capacilors (Cl 0 and Cl l ) are also
provided and these smoolh and
de couple the power supply.

Construction
The completed circuit can be built on a
piece of copper stripboard having 24
copper strips with 37 holes in each.
Every strip on the board is used. There
are a few components not mounted on
the board and these include VR 1 , VR2
and Sl . The full wiring diagram is shown
in Fig. 7 and note that R 1 3 is soldered
directly to the LED and capacitor C9 is
soldered onto VR2.
Begin preparing the stripboard by
severing the copper tracks in the 1 1
ptaces in between the two cotumns of
pins of each of the integrated circuits.
Continue by soldering in each IC socket
and then inserting the 8 on· board wire
links. Follow this by inserting all of the
resistors and the capacitors. Some of
the capacitors will only work when filted
in a certain way. Make sure you follow
the "+" signs on Fig. 7 and match them
to the indicators on the capacitor body.
Next, prepare the box you have
chosen to house the project by drilling
all the holes required by the panel
components. VRl and VR2 will need
15

Supply 1+)
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"....
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-
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To board
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ov o-------+--<v� ov
Ra '" 220R lW resistor
ZDl '" 8V2 lW Zenerdiode
Figure 8. Hard wiring these two extra components allows the
compressor to be used with supplies up to 25 volts.

with no signal applied to the input . ff this
is not the case, you're not far from
finding the fault.
A good meter needn't cost you an arm
and a leg. Maplin have a range starting
at less than £7 and their "Hobby
Multimeter" priced at £8.95 is good
value for money. Tandy also have a
good range.
Once everything seems to be going
well, connect up to a CB and give it the
once·over.

In Use

C B OX C O M P R ESSOR - PARTS L I ST
R E SISTORS

CAPACITO R S

RI
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
RB
R9
RIO
RII
RI2
RI3
RI4
RI5

Cl
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
CB
C9
CIO
Cl I
CI2

47K ohms
47K ohms
l M ohms
22K ohms
10K ohms
6BOK ohms
10K ohms
10K ohms
10K ohms
1 0K ohms
10K ohms
10K ohms
390 ohms
1 0K ohms
10K ohms

1 Omm diameter holes and the mic
socket a 1 6mm hole. The lED will shine
nicely through a 4 or Smm hole. The
power switch is left to you to choose
and could be mounted on either the
front or the rear panel. To give the unit
that professional touch, title the features
with rub�down transfers and cover with
a spray on protective varnish.
Once all the panel components are
tighlly in place, begin the wiring up
process, following closely figure 7. Try to
use only short wires as this will reduce
the chances of the microphone wires
picking up foreign noises.
Finally, clip in the two IC's making
sure they are in the right way around.
Add a battery and switch on. The LED
should shine brightty. If you happen to
have a multi meter, try measuring the
current being drawn from the battery.
If this current exceeds SOmA or the
LED fails to light then switch off
immediately. The chances are a wire
has been placed in the wrong hole or
two tracks on the underside of the board
are connected when they shouldn't be.
By the way, if you don't possess a
multi meter yet and are thinking of taking
up electronics as a hobby, you should
think seriously about getting one. Used
with a touch of ingenuity, they can be
used to track down almost any fault. For
example, if this circuit failed to work, you
could check the power supply to pins 3
& 6 of ICl and to pins 4 & 1 1 of IC2 with
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2.2�F
22�F
2.2�
47nF
2.2�
1 00nF
1 00nF
1 00nF
1 00nF
100nF
47�
2.2�

a meter. You could also check that pins
3, 1 , 5, 7, 1 0 and 8 of IC2 are at about
one ha lf of the power supply voltage

When first trying out the unit, turn VRl
fully anticlockwise (no compression).
Set VR2 to about halfway and try talking
to someone not too far away. If you get
a "You're overmodulating" report, turn
VR2 down a bit (and vice versa). Once
you get the levels right, try adding a bit
of compression by increasing VR1 . Note
that when compression is added, the
levels may change a bit as the
compressor may amplify your voice to a
different level than normal. Some slight
adjustment of VR2 might be necessary.
Don't be put off by a local station
saying nasty things about your sound. It
is only the long distance stations that
will appreciate your compressed voice.
As a final word, do not replace the
battery in this unit for a connection to
your power pack. You will damage the
compressor. If your do want to connect
the unit to a car battery or power pack,
then wire in the two extra components
as shown in fig. 8. This will correct the
incoming voltage down to 9VDC.

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS
ICl
IC2
01

VRl
VR2

Sl6270C
LM324
Smm LED
1 0K LINEAR POTENTIOMETER
47K POTENTIOMETER

8 PIN I C SOCKET, 1 4 PIN IC SOCKET,
STRIPBOARD (24 STRIPS BY 37 HOLES), SOLDER.
WIRE, PP3 9 VOlT BATTERY, SUITABLE BOX,
KNOBS, TRANSFERS, BATTERY CLIP,
CABLE CLAMP, STICK ON FEET ( 4 OFF) E,TC.
COMPONENTS ARE A VAILABLE FROM USUAL SUPPLIERS.
FOR THE SEMICONDUCTORS, TRY.·SMJ ELECTRONICS,
55 SLA TEFORD ROAD, EDINBURGH, EHI I I PB. TEL: 031 337 6950.
FOR EVERYTHING ELSE TRY:CIRKIT HOLDINGS,
PARK LANE, BROXBOURNE, HERTS. ENIO 7NQ. TEL: 0992 444 1 1 1 .
MAPLlN ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES,
PO BOX 3, RAYLEIGH, ESSEX SS6 BLR. TEL: 0702 5529 1 1 .
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More names and addresses from QSLers all over the world,
courtesy of David Shepherdson

W

ell, last weekend the
crowds descended on
Wolverhampton again
for the third annual
Eyeball organised by the
Lovely Lady herself. Ann
(Lucky Lady) which, as always, was well
attended by many of the European
OSLers and clubs. When she recovers,
I'm sure she will be starting to plan next
year's any day now. Keep up the good
work Ann!
Because I've details on so many
eyeballs this month, rather than have a
separate " Events Slot:' I've included the
main details here, with the necessary
addresses included in the Club Address
slot. This weekend, (20th August) there's
the Tripe City Breakers 2nd Big Eyeball
being held at the Barton Village Hall on
the A6, about two miles from Garstang in
Lancashire between 1 Oam and 5pm with
a disco running from 7.30pm until
1 0.30pm. Admission is by ticket only.
Also on the 20th is the M DX 32 Group
Eyeball. This Group uses PO Box 32,
Trowbridge, Wiltshire, but unfortunately
that's all the info I received. The following
weekend (August 29th) there's an
Eyeball at Holyhead, Anglesey but again,
that's all the gen I've got hold of.
Moving in September as after all, this is
the September issue, I've details on quite
a few Eyeballs around the country. On
the 8th there's the MV Royal Iris Evening
Cruise organised by the Tango Papal
Sefton Breakers which sets sail at 8pm.
Admission is by ticket only (£1 .50) and
they are very limited. From what I was
told at the South port Tango Papa Eyeball,
it's a case of "Book now, for next year's!"
Then there's the Sierra Tango DX
Club's sixth Annual Eyeball and Holiday
Weekend held at the Robin Hood Camp,
Coast Road, Rhyl. in North Wales from
CITIZENS' BAND SEPTEMBER
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the 9th through to the 1 1 th. The message
is "Come on down and spend the
weekend in glorious North Wales and
have a great Eyeball'" Chalets cost about
£ 1 2 per night and the organisers can be
contacted at either PO Box 8, Rhyl or
(0745) 54207 or 501 61 . On the same
Saturday (1 0th) about five miles away
(according to my map) is the "North
Wales Eyeball and Evening of
Entertainment." This one is being held by
the Sierra Bravo Breakers at the
Bodelwyddan Community Centre and
Playfield, just off the A5. There's a Grand
Raflle, tombola, club and trade stands
and refreshments throughout the day
planned. Admission is free, all proceeds

of raffles etc in aid of the BBC's Children
In Need Appeal. Contact address is Harry
(Breweryman) , 1 1 Hoel Clwyd, St Asaph,
Clwyd, North Wales, LL1 7 OPB. The last
one in September is held over the
weekend of the 1 7th and 1 8th at Warwick
Race Course by the Warwick
Kingmakers and runs from 1 2 noon until
6pm. Admission is 20p or 50p per family.
There's trade and club stands expected
and a country and western evening on
the Saturday at the Warwick Liberal ClUb.
All proceeds in aid of Warwick Hospital's
Children's Ward. Contact Ad for
bookings, map etc is Joe (Beaulighler) or
Mike (Two Tone) , PO Box 1 05, Warwick,
CV34 5GX.
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aSLer Addresses:
MYSTERY M AN
NORMAN

Sylvia (Bermuda
B/onde)
Gerry (Gerry Can)
Mark (Saint)
Ivy (Vision)
Mick (Leprechaun)
Stan (Ughlfoot)
Percy Thrower
. Greenfingers,
Snowflake, Patient
Lady, Kingfisher,
Norman (Mystery Man)

Moving into October I've details on five,
and they are all in the first few days, then
nothing until November! The first, is o n
the 1 s t and i s the Sunrisers O X Group's
Third Annual Eyeball and Evening Buffet
which is being held at the Home Farm
Caravan Site, Edithmead, Burnham-on
Sea, Somerset from l Oam until midnight.
Day and evening tickets cost £3 (children
£1 .50) which should be obtained by the
beginning of September. For the Eyeball
only, the cost is 50p at the gate, and this
runs from l Oam untiI 5.30pm. Club and
trade stalls should be booked in advance.
For fuller details, tickets, booking form
etc, please send a SASE to Keith
(1 SRI 4), PO Box 7, Bridgwater,
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99 Bermuda Village, Nuneaton, Warwickshire
CV1 0 7PW
1 Roland Rd, Wallsend, Tyne & Wear, NE28 60B
55 Church Lane, Ferryhill, Co Durham D L 1 7 8LP
MGl l , PO Box 1 9, Abingdon, Oxon OX1 4 5TF
85 Radstone Walk, Rowlatts Hill, Leicester
LE5 4UJ
68 Southfields Drive, Leicester LE2 60R
ORC47, PO Box 33, Ripley, Derbyshire
PO Box 1 2 , Melton Mowbray, Leics. LE1 3 OYU

Somerset.
On Friday 7th, the Breakaways CB is
holding their third All Midland Eyeball at
the Old Hall, Church Gresley, Burton on
Trent, Staffs with ent's, refreshments, bar,
parking etc. Tickets cost £1 , with children
and OAPs 75p. No information on the
aclual time was senllo me; sorry.
Contact address is PO Box 1 5,
Swadlingcote, Burton on Trent, Staffs.,
DEl l OAA.
On Saturday the 8th, Lichfield and
District CB Club is holding a country and
western night at the Burntwood Institute,
Rugeley Road, Burntwood from 7.30 until
1 t .45pm. Admission is by ticket only
(adults £1 .25, children £1 ). Music by

Montana, a Grand Shoot Out with trophy
for first and second quickest draws!
Contact Les (Paramedic) 1 90 Chelmsley
Road. Chelmsley WOOd, Birmingham,
B37 7SR.
The last one in the South of the country
is that of the Dover I nternational Meeting
held at the Dover Stage Hotel, Marine
Parade, Dover. The times are 1 0am-4pm
and 8pm-midnight Saturday and t Oam2pm Saturday. Admission for the Meet
only is 50 per day and limited hotel
accommodation is available from £1 9 per
night. Final booking date is September
1 6th. Contact Terry (Terry Rider) , PO Box
1 1 2, St Leonards on Sea, East Sussex,
TN34 6NX, and a SASE for reply is
,
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Currie Card Bank
Currie Card Collectors
Kendal & Districl
Breakers
Organised Radio
Society
Roman City/Blue Star
Tango Papa
Tripe City

68 Southfields Drive, Leicester LE2 6QR
68 Southfields Drive, Leicester LE2 6QR
PO Box 37. Kendal, Cumbria, LA9 6RJ

I

•

f

PO Box 33, Ripley, Derbyshire
PO Box t , Cramlington, Northumberland
NE23 9LD
PO Box 1 3, Southporl, Lancs.
2 1 7 Queens Rd. W. Church, Accrington, Lancs.

When writing to any OSL Ctub or Firm, always include return
postage to assist with their reply; it does help.
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The final Eyeball in October is the Big
One! This is the annual lhree-day evenl
held by the Solway Pirates CB Club at the
Soulherness Holiday Village. Six-berlh
caravans may still be available at about
£28 for two nighls or £36 for Ihe full
weekend. Three nighls of music from
groups for all ages and occasion, with a
Scollish lIavour' Contact address is
Solway Pirales Eyeball, PO Box 1 5,
Kirkcudbrighl, Scolland, DG6 4DH.
Just before I leave Ihe subjecl of
Eyeballs/Evenls, earlier Ihis year one
was held for Ihe first lime al Nunealon as
part of the N uneaton Carnival. I've just
received a letter from Sylvia who was the
CITIZENS' BAND
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organising force behind Ihe Eyeball and
she has asked me 10 pass on her good
wishes and many thanks to everyone
who came. There were visitors from all
over the country, from Wales.
Birmingham, Derby and, of course,
Coventry. The wealher was a litlle "iffy"
10 start wilh bul il did pick up a lillle laler.
I'm guessing here, but I lhink we can look
forward to a repeat next year!
Now, as I wrile Ihis, I've aclually just
relurned from one Eyeball in Ihe Norlh.
Unforlunalely, I can'l lell you all, bul l
have been asked to pass on some of the
more printable. A lillle while ago I
mentioned Ihal lhe Roman City Club had
been laken over by Dennis (Applejack) of

Ihe Currie Card Collectors Club. I'm sorry

10 say Ihat, due 10 ill heallh, Dennis has
had 10 "relire" from QSLing and Ihe

Roman Cily Club has been laken under
Ihe wing of Ihe Blue Star QSL DX Club of
Cramlinglon run by Ken (Beerman). The
two Currie Card clubs thal Dennis had
have now been laken over by Stan
(Ugh/loot) of Leicester wilh Ihe renowned
Gerry Can laking on the post of Vice
Presidenl. l'm sure that you'll join me in
sending besl regards 10 Dennis.
A few of Ihe names and cards Ihal
have been piling up starling wilh Ihal of
Mark (Saint) who helps Oul wilh Ihe
Foxlrol Viclor DX Group in Co Durham.
Then Ihere's a whole bundle of cards in
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from Ivy (Vision) of Ab l ngdon who is the
Secretary of the Mike Gall DXing Group;
thai's the one which has an old slyle MG
sports car on its cards. Mind you, Ivy and
one or two other people of lale, do seem
to be confusing me with somebody
whose handle is Blackdog as from to time
I gel cards made out 10 David,

Charlie Cards
Currie Cards
Ensign Cards
Vine Lodge Products
Products
Scottish CB
Newssheet
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"Blackdog," OSL Columnl This isn't me!
I'm Dragonrider One. The only Blackdog I
can think of, though I'm sure I'll soon be
told just how wrong I am, is Des Currie,
the prinler of Ihe Currie cards.
The Leprechaun, who's known as Mick
in many circles, hails from Leicester, as
do the lOll owing OSLers. They are Tricky

26 Edward St, Hartshorne, Burton-on-Trent,
Staffs, DEt t 7HG
89 Derwent St, Blackhill, Consett, Co Durham,
DH8 8LT
58b Market St. Ashby-de-Ia-Zouch, Leics.
1 1 Mill Lane, Butterwick, Boston, Lincs. PE22 OJE
CIO 'Arnail: Patison, Neilston, Glasgow,
G78 3AT. One year's subscription £2.1 0

Dicky and Lillfe Princess, Norman
(Mystery Man), Irene (Patient Lady),
Kingfisher, Snowflake, Greenfingers,
Deerslayer, Lovely Lady, Teardrop and
Breezy. All of these OSLers hold Currie
Cards lor those of you collecting the
series and can, in fact, be contacted via
Stan (Light/oat) which means that you
could send each of them your cards and
put them all in one big envelope thus
saving a little postage costs. Please do
remember that a single lirst class or
second class stamp only covers the first
60 grammes 01 weight. and il you are
sending ten or more cards in an
envelope, it might just be best to check
the weight 01 your OSL package before
you post it. You'll find an accurate scate
at your locat Post Office. It's there for
your use so please make full use of it.
Doing this shoutd help to cut down on the
amount 01 overweight packages sent
which arrive "postage due."
Final name for this month is from a
quick note from someone with the handle
of Percy Thrower who asks for a mention
lor himsell and his lavourite club. the
Organised Radio Society 01 Ripley. I did
promise last month 10 try 10 include some
details on various ctubs which I spotted
at some 01 the Eyeballs that have been
hetd up and down the country. This
month the Club in the spotlight. at teast as
far as its postal membership package is
concerned, is one of them. It is the
Kendal and District Breakers Club. A bit
of a change lrom the more usual OSL
Club which usually fits in this Browse Slot
but why not'
Membership to this Club costs £5 and
can be made by (UK) cheque or postal
order made out to the Kendal & District
Breakers Ctub and for this amount you
get the following items. Naturally your
Unit number and an ID card (which was
actually missing from the review pack)
with your XYL Iree. Ten hot-Ioil Club OSL
cards are included, as is a club pen,
leather key ring and fully mounted club
stamp. Some postcards of Kendal and
the Lake District, plenty 01 varied and
colourful tourist information and a
certificate (which, again, was missing
Irom the review pack). Atso included is
one year's Iree use of the Ctub PO Box.
after which it will cost you a further and
very reasonabte £1 per year. Extra ctub
cards are avaitable at £6.50 per 1 00. I
cannot comment on the missing
certificate or I D card, but going Irom the
Iriendtiness of the ctub and the quality of
the cards and stamp, t doubt if you will be
disappointed should you join this tocat
club.
Thai's it, out of room once more. 11 you
want a mention then please drop me
aline direct to 3 Tarn Villas, Cowpasture
Road, Itkley, West Yorkshire, LS29 8 R H .
Any news 0 1 Forlhcoming Events are
always welcome, the sooner the better
please and if you want a reply, then
please don't lorget a SASE or similar.
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Switcheable between AMlFM.

Base &

obile charging

...... £79.00
ROTEL 240
OSCAR 271
........... £69.00
. . ......... £79.00
SHOGUN ..
.... ........ £69.00
COLT 295
UNIDEN 100 ..................... £70.00
UNIDEN 200 ....................... £99.00
DNT TRANSIT (MiCRO) ...... £73.00

26-30MH� 6O-88MHz.
1 15- 178Mhz. 2 1O-260r�Hz./
.
4 1O-520MHz.

MOONRAKER (MAJOR) .... £89.00
MOONRAKER (MINOR) ..... £60.00
JESAN KR200 ...... ............. £85.00
JESAN KR 303 (MiCRO) .... £55.00
MAXCOM 2 1 E TALKBACK £69.00
MIDLAND MICRO ... .......... £65.00
DNT - M40 FM ................... £65.00

( BA S E STATI O N S )

m

Frequency range:-

RIGS

UNIDEN 300 . .. . . . ........ £1 45.00
GENERAL ELECTRIC
AM40
................ £49.00

FIDELITY 3000 ........ ..... .... £65.00
HYGAIN 7 AM20 .
.. .. £45.00

( H A N D S ETS)
HIGH-TEC (CEPT)
40/4 WATTS .................. £89.00
MOONRAKER MASTER .... £75.00
JESAN 950 40/4 WATTS £69.00
D.N.T. 12/3 (3-channel) .... £47.00

HARVARD WT 44 .............. £60.00
MIDLAND PORTABLE
40/4 WATTS ....... .......... £97.00
BINATONE 1 214 ................ £35.00
SONIC (2 channel) pair ...... £39.00

( N EW C . E . P .T. R I G S )
ALPHA 4000 .................... £205.00
ALPHA 4002
............ £1 75.00
UNIDEN 400
........... £99.00
BREAKER 40 (MICRO) ..... . £69.00

SATCOM SCAN 40 ......... £1 69.00
ZODIAC M144 ................. £1 49.00
DNT CONTACT 40 (MICRO) £89.00
ZODIAC 244
........ £224.00

WE HA VE VARIOUS USED RIGS IN S TOCK.

A E R IALS

GENUINE HYGAIN SILVER RODS £35.00 - SIRIO 201 2 £75.00 - SIRIO
TORNADO £45.00 - ANTRON (Shakespear Type) £67.00 - HI-GAIN SILVER
ROD \-1£ 1 7.50 - HI-GAIN SILVER ROD \1 £1 8.50 - GPA 1> WAVE £ l l .00\1 WAVE £1 2.00 - THUNDERPOLE 11 £1 9.00 - THUNDERPOLE III £21.00TAGRA 5 ELEMENT BEAM £79.00

WE CARRY MASSIVE STOCKS OF ALL C.B. EQUIPMENT
+ TELEPHONES + CAR STEREO + RADIO CONTROL!

Base station scanning Rx
with 16 channel memory scan

1 18-174 Mhz. 405 -512 MH�
NEW LOW PRICE

C B R&

ADIO
MODEL HOBBIES

covering: 66-88M�

10 memories and covers:-

�::::
t: == La 0279 - 418817
IH'aN,h Way, .a.iow, ....,
••

£99.99

66·88MHz. 136-174MHz.
406-5 12MHz

5S B ADDER FOR FM RADIOS . . .
Single side band is the ultimate mode for CB radio when long distance DX is
the object. Thequiet no-signal standby means you will hearthe weakest signal
and squelch is unnecessary.
Even without 'Skip' conditions, 4 watts SSB will typically give 3 to 4 times the
range achievable wi.t� � wa�ts FM. With 'Skip' c0r:'diti�ms �ow improving the
.
World is a real POSSibility without resorting to antisocial high powers.

40 Channel Base Scanner
Covers: 29-54MHz. 1 18-174MHz.
406-512MHz. 806-912MHz
Complete with AC adaptor

£257

NEW 580 XLT
�

Pocket size scanner
with 20 memory scan
covering 66-88 Mh�
1 18-174 MHz. 406-512 MHz
Complete wIth carrymg case,
earphone and charger umt.

... ta
�
S:.:JJ
�f �..:' :�
I
• •
'!;
y

--

I " I ..
� _

...
--- I

t,

_
__

lOO Memory channels covers:

£225

29-54 MHz. 1 18- 174. 410-512 MHz.
Requires 12V DC supply

Features Include:
Coverage of LOLO, LO, MID, HI and Legal Bands. This is 26.065 to
27.991MHz
Operation on FM, USB and LSB Modes.
Bands and Modes indicated by three colour LED's.
Band and Mode change by repeated operation of simple push or slide
switches
Alpha Channels and K/C shift
Full disable facility to original FM Band
Price on application
Available fitted to the best 27/81 and CEPT radios
FREQUENCY CONTROLLER 20000X
Imagine a 5 digit frequency display unit which operates on receive and
transmit
Imagine it can operate on AM, FM, CW and SSB,
Now imagine it will operate on any Multimode radio using a 145106, 8719 or
02A PLL whether bands are crystal, Logic or combination derived.
Imagine the unit will operate also with our SSB Adder
Finally. imagine that you can switch from channel switch control to '2000'
control giving you continuous scanning control over 26 to 28MHz in 5 or
1 0KHz steps.
Well . . . Stop Imagining . . . You can have all of this with the FC 20000DX
Price on Application
JO CUSTOM CATALOGUE
We apologise to our customers for the delay in appearance of our
catalogue.
This is now available and gives full details of o ur range of Conversions, Self Fit
Modules, Repair Services and CB Equipment.
Price £ 1. 2 5

THE PROFESSIONAL TECHNICAL SERVICE FOR CB

J.

D. C lIstom Electr ollics

1 8 D E A N S WAY. E D GW A R E, H A S 9 N L
T e l : 0 1 -906 1 2 2 5
Hours of bUSiness M o n Fn 9 00-5 3 0 Saturday 9 0 0 1 0 0

Kindly mention Citizens' Band when replying t o advertisements
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SHARMAN'S
CHALLENGER
BJ 200

5 Band
progra mmable
hand held scan ner
2 6 _ 0/ 2 9 . 9 9 5 M H z
50/88 M Hz
1 1 5/ 1 78 M H z
200/280 M Hz
360/520 M H z

ES 880 ECHO CHAMBER

MAXCOM 30E
Most popular UK 81 CB
now back in the U K .

SW VR-1 QUALITY VOLTAGE
R E D UCER. 24- 1 2 VOLT
1 0 A M P RATED

sw PSU 3-5 AMP
BRITISH M A D E

METER MATC H E R SWR 1 76
POWER METER SWR - 1 2

If you would l i ke further details of the full range of CB equipment,
telephones, I n Car enterta i n ment, portable TV and radio and a l l the
benefits of dea l i n g with one of the country's major wholesalers,
then please phone 061 -834-9571 for i m m ediate attention.

3 BURY NEW ROAD. MANCHESTER M8 8FW

TEL: 06 1 -834 957 1 TELEX 665446 Sharma G FAX 06 1 835 3679

SHARMAN'S

FAX 06 1 835 3679

.,
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25 FREE subscrip tions must be won!
If you would like to receive a copy of your favourite
magazine FR EE for 6 months. simply complete this
questionnaire and return by 23rd September 1 98 8 and
you could be one of the lucky 25 people to win a 6 month
subscription to CITIZENS BAN D .
Some of the questions are of a more personal nature
and do not directly relate to the magazine.
Answers to these questions help us present a n overall
profile of our readers and their lifestyles to advertisers

who require such data for selecting suitable magazines
for their products.
No names and a ddresses will be supplied to third
parties and all details will be treated in the strictest
confidence by the publisher.
We would like to thank you in advance for your time
and remind you that only fully completed questionnaires
received by 23rd September 1 988 will be eligible for the
FREE draw.

1 . How long do you keep your
copies of CB for:

g, If your copy of CB is read by other people, please give details
of their age and sex:
Person 1 Person 2 Person 3 Person 4

Less tha n one month
One month
Three months
Six months
yea r or more

A

o
o
o
o
o

2, If kept. how often do you
refer back to issues of CB?
Once a week or more
About once a month
Once every three months
Less often
Never

o
o
o
o
o

5 . How often do you buy CB?
OccaSional issues
Most issues
Every issue

o
o
o

6. How much of CB do you
read?
R.ead only some articles
Read most articles
Read all articles

o
o
o

7. With regard to the advertise
3. How long do you spend
reading your copy of CB?
Over 2 hours
l V2 - 2 hours
1 - ' % hours
V2-' hour
Less than V2 hour

o
o
o
o
o

ments i n CB. do you?

Read or look through most or
nearly a l l the ads
Read or look through some
of the ads
Just read or look through
the occasional ad
Very rarely/never look at
the ads

0
0
0
0

4. How long have you been a CB
reader?
Less than 3 months
3-6 months
7-1 2 months
' -2 years
2-5 years
Over 5 years

o
o
o
o
o
o

8. Does anyone else read your
copy of CB?
No, only myself
One or two other people
Three of four other people
More than four other people

0
0
0
0

Age: 9 - 1 4 yrs
1 5-24 yrs
25-34 yrs
35-44 yrs

45-54 yrs
55-64 yrs
Over 64 yrs
Sex: Male
Female

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

10. Thinking specifically about the advertising content, would
you please rate the two main types of advertisement:
Very useful
U seful
Quite useful
Not very useful
Not at a l l useful

Display

Classified

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

1 1 . With respect to the articles in CB, how do you rate the
following:
Poor
Good
Excellent
Average
QSL
Lady Breaker
Truckstop
Captain Sparx

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

1 2, Would you like to see more or less coverage given to the
following:
More
Less
Same
Historical radio articles
Telephones
DIY projects
"Chatty" columnists

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

1 3 . Which of the following
would you most like to see
featured with the magazine?
(please tick one box only).

0
0
0
0

Cover mounted gifts
Additional supplements
Competitions
Money saving offers

1 4 . Please give any further
comments or criticisms that
you feel will help us improve
CB.

2 2 . If you are a subscriber, how
long have you subscribed to this
magazine?
o
o
o
o
o

1 ·6 months
7·1 2 months
1 -2 years
3-5 years
Over 6 years

23. If you do not obtain your
copy by subscription, is it due to
one of the following:
Subscription too expensive
0
Not every issue required
0
Not aware subscription service
available
0

1 5 . H o w much d o you estimate
your CB set or equipment to be
worth?

0
0
0
0
0
0

Under £50
£50·£100
£ 1 01 ·£200
£201 ·£300
£301 ·£500
Over £500

24. Are you aware that to
subscribe to this magazine i n
the U K is the same cost a s
purchasing i t i n a shop?
Yes

0

No

1 7. Are you a member of a CB
club or association? If so please
state which one(s).
Yes

0

No

0

0

No

Yes

0

No

0

1 9 . If the answer to the
previous question is YES. do
you attempt to purchase the
magazine on that day?
Yes

0

No

0

20. Howdo you normally obtain
your copy?
Chance purchase
Newsagent shop collection
Newsagent home delivery
Subscription
Passed on copy

0
0
0

0

0

2 1 . If you are a subscriber. on
which date did you receive this
issue?

D D/D D/D D
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Female

0

3 1 . Are you:
In full time employment
In part time employment
Not e mployed at present
Reti red
Student - fUll-time
Student - part-time

o
o
o
o
o
o

32 . If in full-time employment.
please state your occupation:

33. If a student what subjects
studied?

0

26. If you do not subscribe.
from which type of newsagent
do you most often obtain your
copy?
High Street Shop
Estate shop
Corner shop
Travel point
Other (please specify)

0

0
0
0
0

27. If you have subscribed to
this magazine but now lapsed,
is it due to:
1 8 . Are you aware of the
scheduled publication date?

0

25. Would you like to receive
further details on taking a
subscription?
Yes

o
o
o

Male

0

1 6 . During the next 1 2 months
do you intend to buy?
A new rig
An antenna
Accessories

30. Sex:

Subscription too expensive
0
Every issue no longer required 0
Lateness i n receiving
0
subcription copy
Poor service from our
0
subscription bureau

34. Please tick the box which
represents the annual total of
your gross income:
Under £6,500
£6,501 ·£8,000
£8,001 ·£1 0,000
£1 0,001·£1 2.500
£1 2.501·£1 5.000
£1 5.001·£1 9.000
£ 1 9 , 00 1 ·£25,000
Over £25,000

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

3 5 . 00 you have any of the
following cards either yourself
or jointly with another person?
Cash dispenser card
Retailer ca rd/store card

36. Do you own your own
home, rent or live with your
parents?
Own

28. What is your marital status?
Ma rried
Single
Divorced

o
o
o

2 9 . Age
Under 1 5 yrs
1 5- 1 8 yrs
1 9-21 yrs
22-24 yrs
25·34 yrs
35·44 yrs
45-54 yrs
55·64 yrs
Over 64 yrs

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

0
0

Rent
Live with parents
Other (please specify)

0
0
0
0

37. If you own your own home,
what is the approximate value
(your principal residence if you
have more than one)?
Under £50,000
£50,000·£74,999
£75,000·£99.999
£ 1 00,000·£149.999
£ 1 50,000·£200.000
Over £200,000
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38. How many rooms does your home
have?
1
2
o
o
Bedrooms
o
o
Reception rooms

(or principal residence)
3
o
o

4
o
o

5
o
o

6
o
o

43. Where do you buy most of
your drink from?
o
o
o
o

An off·licence
A supermarket
A Public House
Other (please specify)

44. Which of the following do
you have?
39. If you have children, please indicate their age and sex (give
details of the four youngest if you have more than four)
First
Second
Fourth
Third
Age: 1 -3 yrs
o
0
0
0
4-8 yrs
o
0
0
0
9·1 2 yrs
1 3· 1 6 yrs
Over 1 6 yrs

Sex: Male
Female

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

o
o

o
o

o
o

o
o

o

Bank current account
Bank deposit or savings
account
Life assurance policy
Any stocks or shares
Access card
Barclaycard (Visa)
American Express
Diners Club
Unit Trusts
Private medical insurance
Personal Accountant
Building Society account
A mortgage

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Any HP agreements
Telephone

40. How many of the following items do you buy, on average,
over a month?
Less than
or 2 3 or 4 5 or 6 More Never
buy
1 per month
o
o
o
o
o
o
A book
o
o
o
o
o
o
A record
o
o
o
o
o
o
A tape

45. How many cars are there in
your household?
o
o
o
o

None
One
Two
Th ree or more

46. What cars do you own?

41 . Please indicate below when you last did any of the
following:
In last
In last
longer
week
month
ago
o
o
o
Ate out at a Restaurant
o
o
o
Entertained a t home
Went to the theatre/opera/
ballet
Went to a music concert
Went to the cinema
Attended a sporting event
Visited an art gallery/museum
Went to a pub
Had a short break in a hotel
Overseas holiday ( i n last 1 2 months)

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
Yes

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

0

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
No

47. Is one or more of your cars a
company vehicle?
Ves

0

0

No

0

48. Do you usually buy your
cars new?
Ves

0

No

0

49. How often do you tend to

change your carts)?

42. Which of the following do you drink?
More than once
Once a
a week
week
o
Beer
o
Lager
o
o
o
Wine
o
o
Sherry
o
o
o
Port
o
Brandy
o
o
Gin
o
o
o
Rum
o
o
Vodka
. Whisky
o
o
o
Liqueurs
o
o
Don't drink
CITIZENS' BAND
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less
often
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Once a year or more often
About every two years
About every three years
Less often

0

0
0
0

50. Name the three television
programmes you watch most
regularly

25

5 1 . Do you listen to commercial
radio stations?
Ves

No

0

0

52. Are you a member of a book
club?
Ves

No

0

0

5 3 . Are you a member of a
record club?
Yes

No

0

0

54, Which, if any, of these
sports and activities do you play
or take part in nowadays?
Cricket
Fishing
Golf
Rugby
Soccer
Sailing
Skiing
Shooting
Swimming
Squash
Tennis
Weight training
Windsurfing

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5 5 . Which of the stores listed
below have you been shopping
in during the last six months?
Boots
W. H. Smith
John Menzies
Dixons
Currys
Laskys
Rumbelows
Burtons
Austin Reed
Hornes
Next
Fosters

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

TV

None of the above

0
0
0
0
0

57. Which of the following
newspapers do you read?
The
The
The
The
The

Times
Daily Telegraph
Financial Times
Guardian
I ndependent

The Daily Express
The Daily M a i l
The Mirror
The Sun
Today
None of the above

The Sunday Times
The Observer
The Sunday Telegraph
The
The
The
The

Sunday Express
M a i l on Sunday
Sunday Mirror
People

The News of The World
News on Sunday
None of the above

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

60. Other than items purchased
for your CB interest, have you
bought any other types of
goods by mail order during the
past 1 2 months?
Ves

0

0

61 . If the answer to the
previous question is YES,
please state the type(s) of goods
purchased.

0
0
0
0
0
0

Cigarettes
Cigars
Pipe
Don't S moke

o
o
o
o

To enter our F R E E draw, fill in your name and address
details and fold as shown below. Remember all entries
must be returned by 23rd September 1 988.
NAME

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . .

A D D R ESS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.

0

0
0
0
0

COU NTY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . POST C O D E . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

To post. fold on the dotted line A . Fold again at B and C and tuck B into flap formed b y C .

- - - - - - - - ------

No

59. Do you smoke:

56. Do you own a :
Stereo/hi-fi system
Tape player/recorder
Video recorder

58, Which of the following
Sunday newspapers do you
read?

-----------------------

..

A

- - - - - - - - - - - - - ---

WHOLESALE

DISTRIBUTORS FOR:

1

ANTRON 99
1 8·ft FULL LE N GTH
FIBREGLASS ANTEN NA.
TUNABLE FROM BASE.
WEATHER·PROOF H I G H
PERFORMANCE A NTENNA.
MOST POPULA R AMER ICAN
H O M E BAS E ANTEN NA.
N OW AVAILABLE IN THE UK.

Valor Antenna

DNT

maxcom

Extens ive ra nge of
C B eq u i p m e n t i n stock
at t h e best p r i ces for yo u !

STR I CT LY T R A D E O N LY
R I N G N OW F O R O U R SECU R I CO R D E L I V E R Y D ETAI LS!

---

WHOLESALE

"B

leedover" is a phrase
that brings instant
misery to many CB
users. It encompasses a
fairly wide range of
technical problems which
all give the same ultimate result: a lack
of intelligible signal. In this article we will
examine some of the causes of
"bleedover" from the technical point of
view, and offer some practical cures.

Channel Organization
In order to deal with the problems we
are facing, it is vitally important to be
able to understand some basic
concepts of frequency and channel
allocation. Figure 1 shows the frequency
assigned to each of 40 channels.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

26,965
26,975
26,985
27,005
27,015
27,025
27,035
27,055
27,065
27,075
27,085
27,105
27,115
27,125
27,135
27,155
27,165
27,175
27,185
27,205

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
2e
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

27,215
27,225
27.255
27.235
27.245
27,265
27,275
27,285
27,295
27,305
27,315
27,325
27,335
27,345
27,355
27,365
27,375
27,385
27,395
27,405

Fig, 1, 40 channel allocations

(British readers please note that these
are Ihe CEPT channels; the same
prinCiples apply 10 Ihe CB 27/81
allocation but the figures are harder to
work with.) Notice that with a few
exceptions the channels are 1 0kHz
(0.01 MHz) apart. The gaps are for
channels allocated to other services.
The peculiar mix-up around channels 22
through 26 is another story, but need not
concern us here. In fig. 2 we have a few
channels represented graphically. The
center frequency of each channel is that
listed in fig. 1 , and as each channel is
not only 1 0kHz away from its neighbour,
bul also 1 0kHz wide, they slot into the
available space with no gaps between
Ihem. Channel 37 for example is
centered on 27.373, with its lower
boundary at 27.370 and its upper
boundary al 27.380MHz.
The receiver section of our rig must
be able 10 select just one channel at a
time, rejecting those to either side of it.
I n the very early days of broadcasting
(long, long before Citizens' Band radiO!)
there were few stations and they could
be on frequencies many tens or
hundreds 01 kilohertz apart. If a receiver
could'nt reject a signal 1 00kHz away it
2
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didn't matter because there probably
wasn't another signal that close. As
radio became a part of everyday life
however, demands on the spectrum
soared, until today we have stations
packed about as densely as possible.
Modern receivers must therefore be
capable of rejecting signals very close
to the wanted station.

Receiver Selectivity
As you may gather from the name,
selectivily is a measure of how well a
receiver can select the wanted signal
and reject all others. In specifications it
is listed with those funny-looking
technical hieroglyphics. They aren't
really that difficult to understand, and we
will examine them shortly. Before that
we must see the effects of selectivity. I n
fig. 3 we have three varying degrees of
selectivity. At (a) we are living in a
perfect world where receivers have
reached the ultimate state of
development. The rig accepts signals
right across the full 1 0kHz channel
bandwidth, while at the same time totally
rejecting all signals outside this range.
This is clearly impossible to achieve,
and at (b) we have a more plausible
situation. The best receiver response is
centered on the required channel and its
sensitivity (or "ability to receive")
diminishes slowly as we move away on
either side. We are using an arbitary
scale of 0 through 1 0 to measure
sensitivity here, bul even so you should
be able to see that Ihis receiver will still
allow signals from adjacent channels 10
be picked-up quite well. In technical
terms it has poor selectivity. Moving to
(c) we are reaching a more acceptable
state of affairs. The sensiiivily of the
receiver drops sharply at the edges of
the required channel, thus offering far
better rejection to unwanted signals

Ch, 36

close by. It is said to have good
se/ectivily. Now we'll return to those
dreaded specifications'
Firstly, we must understand decibels.
There is a lot of confusion over the
"mysterious dB," but it is really quite
simple. The figure given is just a ratio of
one power level to another. Because in
radio work we often have to compare
signals Ihat may be many thousand,
million, or billion times different in
strength, it is all too easy to wind up with
so many zeros on a page that it
becomes difficult to follow. What we do
instead is to use logarithms to make the
figures more managable. You can use a
pocket-calculator if you want exact
figures, but remembering that 3dB
represents about halfI double the power,
and 1 OdB represents one-tenth or ten
times the power is enough for rough
work. So 1 0dB is ten times, 20dB is a
hundred times, 30dB is a thousand
times and so on. 23dB would be 200
times: multiply by 1 00 for the 20dB, then
by 2 for the 3dB.
Now let us take an example. Suppose
the manual for a receiver states that
selectivity is 60dB at 1 0kHz. We now
know thal 60dB represents a power
ratio of one million. Assume we are
tuned to a signal that is given a reading
of 9 on the S-meter. Call this signal A.
Now remove signal A, and turn on
another signal, B, that is 1 0kHz away
from where A was. As the receiver
cannot possibly be perfect, if we
increase the power of signal B enough
we'll eventually hear it. Now if we turn up
the power of B so that we get the same
S9 reading, we find that the strength of
signal B is one million times that of
signal A! To put it another way, if we are
turned to say, channel 37, and there is
someone transmitting on channel 38
that we can hear, the signal is
one-millionth of the level it would be if

we were receiving on channel 38. That
may sound like a very high figure, but
60dB rejection at 1 0kHz is only average.
The higher the rejection figure (e.g. 90
or 1 OOdB) the better, but beware' The
frequency at which the signal is
measured plays a big part. 80dB down
at 1 5kHz is not necessarily better than
60dB down at 9kHz.
From the discussion above, you may
come to the logical conclusion that
receiver performance can be i mproved
simply by reducing the bandwidth of the
signal it accepts. Within certain
restraints this is true, but as with most
technical matters there are added
complications. looking back at fig. 3,
notice that we want the response curve
over the required channel to be as flat
as possible. It is easy to reduce the
bandwidth and give a selectivity figure of
over 1 OOdB at 1 0kHz, but we must also
consider the side-effects. If the channel
bandwidth is reduced too much, we will
start to lose some of the required signal,
which is nol quite what we want to do'
Receivers traditionally use
tuned-circuits (capacitor I coil
combinations) to create these
"response curves." A single
tuned-circuit only gives a very gentle
"slope" to the curve, so many such
inductance/capacitance combinations
are required. Virtually all modern C B
transceivers use ceramic or crystal
filters as well, which can provide a much
steeper "slope" to the response. Some
speCifications may give two sets of
figure for selectivity, e.g. 57dB at 1 0kHz,
6dB at 4kHz. This shows that the centre
of the adjacent channel is rejected by
500,000 times (57dB), but that to 4kHz
either side of the carrier of the wanted
signal the response is only down to
one-fourth (6dB). This is shown
graphically in fig. 4. Do not be misled
into thinking that the adjacent channel is

Ch, 38

Ch, 37

CENTRE (CAR R t E R )
F R E QUENCIES

27,360

27,365

27,385

27.390

Fig, 2, How channels fit togethe,
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Fig. 3. Receiver selectivity

completely rejected by a factor of
500.000. That is the centre carrier
frequency of the adjacent channel. The
edge of the neighbouring channel is only
5kHz away from the center of the
required channel (fig. 2).
30

receivers may have had very poor
selectivity. but they did not suffer from
image interference. As superheterodyne
receivers evolved to improve selectivity
they brought along their own nasties.
Basically. in a modern receiver the
incoming signal is converted down to a
much lower frequency before the bulk of
the filtering and amplification is applied.
For a great many years one such figure
has been 455kHz. There are several
reasons for doing this. Firstly. all those
tuned-circuits that are required for good
selectivity have to be tuned to the right
frequency. If they all worked on the
incoming 27MHz signal they would have
to all be reset every time you switched
channels. Not very elegant. and most
certainly expensive to arrange.
Converting everything down to a fixed
frequency means that they only have t o
b e tuned once when the set i s made.
Secondly. it is much easier (and
therefore cheaper) to obtain the
necessary response curve at a lower
frequency. The channel bandwidth is
1 0kHz. whether centred on 27MHz or
355kHz. 1 0kHz is only 0.04% of 27MHz.
but over 2% of 455kHz. a much better
proposition. Finally. applying the
amplification needed to obtain a usable
signal is much easier at a lower
frequency because construction and
layout of components is far less critical.
A superhet receiver converts signals
to a fixed frequency by mixing them with
another (locally generated) signal.
Whenever two signals are mixed we find
four main resultant signals. There are
the two original frequencies, the sum,
and the difference. It is the difference
signal we are interested in here. Assume
a receiver tuned to channel 35
(frequency 27.355MHz). If the oscillator
in the receiver is set to run at 27.810. we
find the difference works out at 455kHz.
For channel 36 the oscillator will run at
27.820 and so on. always maintaining a
455kHz difference to give a fixed
intermediate frequency. Enter the
problem. If we are tuned to channel 2 for
example (frequency 26.975), the local
oscillator will be running at 27A30MHz.
Now if a signal comes along at
27.885MHz it can also mix with the
oscillator to give a difference of 455kHzI
Remember that the bulk of our
selectivity is applied aller the signal h a s
been down-converted t o 455kHz. The
frequency at which a signal could cause
image interference will always be twice
the I.F. frequency. in this case 91 0kHz.
High-quality communications
receivers have a tuned front-end, i.e. the
tuned-circuits that work at 27MHz are
tuned by the front panel tuning control.
These tuned-circuits therefore offer a
degree of protection against image
interference. With CB equipment
however, the first RF stages are
invariably unluned. and have an
extremely wide frequency response. I f
an unwanted image signal can get

Image Interference
Now for another way unwanled signals
can cause interference.
Second-channef image interference is
one of those annoying problems that
was caused by technology. Early
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rejection. To get the improved adjacent
channel selectivity we so desparately
need, the signal is then converted down
again to around 455kHz, where most of
the filtering and amplification takes
place.

-:00

Other Forms of I nterference
As if everything we have seen so far
isn't enough, there are other ways in
which we can pick-up unwanted
transmissions. In a badly made or badly
adjusted receiver a signal o n
1 O.695MHz or even 455kHz can work its
way straight through to the I.F. stages.
Such a set would be termed to have bad
I.F. rejection. Very strong signals close
by can simply swamp the first R F
transistor amplifier. When you consider
that a signal from someone down the
street can easily exceed a signal from a
couple of miles away by several
thousand or million times, it's hardly
surprising. It's like trying to listen to a
whisper from fifty yards when there's
someone three feet away shouting at
you! We've seen how signals can mix
together and be beneficial to us, but
unfortunately the same mixing process
can cause untold problems. There are

I
I

I
I
I
-57dB
- - - - - -1 - - -- - - - -I
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,
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� 6dB BANDWIDTH �

+5

+10

4. Typical receiver response curve

through to the mixer with little
attenuation it can cause image
interference. Figure 5 compares the
response of a tuned LC-circuit in a
communications receiver, and the
broadband response of a typical CB
front-end. Note that although
considerably better than its CB
counterpart, the slopes on the
communications receiver tunedMcircuit
are still not all that great. It relies on the
t.F. stages to provide most of the
selectivity.
In specifications you may see an item
such as "Image rejection 60dB." This
works the same way as the selectivity
specification, the amount by which the
image signal is removed from the
wanted signal always being double the
I.F. frequency.
One way to overcome image
problems in receivers, particularly where
the front-end is untuned as with CB, is to
increase the I.F. frequency. With an I.F.
of 1 .6MHz for example, the image will be
3.2MHz away and the front-end
tuned-circuits will provide greater
rejection. The disadvantages are those
we have already found - the very same
reasons we wanted to convert down to a
much lower frequency' The way around
the problem is to use a
doubleMconversion process. I n most
modern CB rigs the incoming signal is
first converted to 1 O.695MHz, which you
should not be able to calculate gives
second-channel image some 21 .39MHz
away. This puts the image either down
around 6MHz, or up around 48MHz, both
a long way off 27MHz so the first RF
tuned-circuits can provide good
CITIZENS' BAND
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Fig. 5. R F front-end response
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an almost infinite number of ways in
which strong signats can mix with others
in the area to generate a signat close to
the frequency you are working on, or
right on your IF frequency. Certain
types of receiver design are better at
reducing such effects than others.
Receivers with FET mixers tend to be
somewhat superior in this respect.

(•• AREAS OF MAXIMUM SIGNAL STRENGTH OVERLAPPING

Transmitters
You may have noticed that we have so
far only been looking at interference due
to shortcomings in the receiver. This is
simply because it is the receiver that is
usually to blame, unless you have an
above average selection of "fiddlers" in
your immediate neighbourhood.
Sometimes it is the transmitter that is at
fault, the most common defect on CB
being over-modulation. Looking back at
fig. 2 once again, notice that each
channel edge just reaches the next
channel. If you are receiving on channel
38 and there is someone else
transmitting on channel 37 there
shouldn't normally be any interference
(unless they are very close). if the
modulation on the transmitter is set too
high however, the peaks of the user's
voice will cause the modulation to
"splatter" across the channel boundary
into part of channel 38 (and probably 36
too). On many communications receivers
it is possible to vary the bandwidth of the
receiver, cutting-out some such
interference at the expense of impaired
reproduction of the wanted signal. On
the HF bands where signals often
"overlap" this is often a desirable
feature. Note that this overlap isn't
usually due to over-modulation, but
simply crowded bands. On CB
equipment we don't have such luxuries
(although though is no reason why we
shouldn't have - manufacturers please
note), so there is little to be done short
of moving to another channel or getting
the offending station to reduce his/her
modulation (rather optimistic')

Cures
Having seen how "bleed over" problems
can be caused, you may be forgiven for
wondering how anyone manages to do
anything to reduce them. We will now
move from the theoretical side to the
practical side of things.
Firstly to make sure you are not
causing unavoidable interference don't
try to adjust your transmitter unless you
know that you are dOing. There is a
difference between knowing which
presets adjust the output power and
modulation, and how to set them
properly! LEAVE WELL ALONE! if you
know enough to do things like that you'll
have probably found this article very
boring so far. 11 is true enough to say
that almost all CB users have absolutely
no ideal of the complexities involved (no
32

Ib) Hf.1GHT DIFFERENCE REDUCES INTERFERENCE

Fig, 6, Antenna heights

oifense to the engineers among you
who do).
Turning our attention to the receiver, it
pays in the long run to buy the best
receiver you can afford at the outset,
especially if you live in a densely
populated area (densely populated in
terms of radio usage that is). Learn how
to use all the facilities provided on your
transceiver to their fullest extent. Know,
for example, that having the RF gain
turned-Up full doesn't always give best
resulls.
If you feel that your receiver can be
improved, then the most common
modification is to install better I.F.
filtering to improve selectivity. Crystal
fillers in place of ceramic filters, 8-pole
fillers in place of 4-pole filters can all
help reduce "bleedover." There are
pitfalls however, that some so-called CB
"rig doctors" don't realize. In the
beginning all fillers were not created
equal. Some have greater attenuation
than others (i.e. more signal strength is
lost), and they most definitely have
different termination impedances (a
fancy technical way of saying that they
won't necessarily match what's already
in your set). Replacing a 4-pole (or
4-stage if you prefer) filter with an 8-pole
type will improve selectivity, but unless
you take steps to prevent it, it will also
decrease the receiver's sensitivity. The
best add-on fillers (and unfortunately the
most expensive!) are those that
incorporate an extra amplifier stage to
make up for the sensitivity loss, such as
the active-fillers sold by Lou Franklin's
CB City International.
All filter modifications such as these
won't help much if you have someone
close by who splatters over two
channels either side of him. If you have
problems with lots of people in your area
who splatter just slighlly, you may try
asking your local CB engineer to narrow
the bandwidth of your receiver slightly,
just as those nice communications sets
can do. This modification can be by

done by using a narrower bandwidth
filter and/or retuning the I.F. strip a little
using an impressive piece of equipment
called a sweep-generator. The penalty
though is slighlly impaired audio
reproduction, and if you have a habit of
talking to stations who seriously
over-modulate they'll sound worse,
because the edges of their excessive
modulation will be attenuated more than
before. That's their fault though' if you
can have a switch able bandwidth filter
fitted, you'll have the best of both worlds,
but be warned: they are few and far
between in the CB fraternity.
Finally, one of the biggest problems o f
all, the nearby station. i f you have one o r
more transmitters very close, you don't
have to be told of the havoc they can
cause to your reception. You probably
do the same to them. Within the limits o f
money a n d sanity here's what t o do.
Move your antenna as far away from the
other(s) as possible. Signal strength
decreases with distance very rapidly,
and a signal that just swamps your
receiver may become more managable
if it can be reduced in level slightly.
Along the same lines, mount your
antenna at a different height to the other.
The exact height variations for minimum
interference will depend on the
particular antennas used, but as
antennas have an area of maximum
radiation (usually several degrees above
horizontal) try to put yours away from
the maximum power zone of the other. 1 1
works both ways, you'll reduce problems
to the other guy, so in these cases it
pays to help each other (no arguments
over whose antenna is highest though').
Figure 6 shows how antenna heights
may help or hinder you. The other thing
to do is if you have a low-power switch
use it when you can. This only works if
everyone living near to each other
co-operates however, and you are very
much dependent on common sense and
consideration all around.

Conclusion
All i n all then, we are seriously limited as
to what can be done. There are other
ways of helping reduce interference, a
tuned RF stage for example would help
somewhat, but is about as rare as
moondust in the CB world. How about it
set-designers? For those of us who want
better performance an improved
receiver with tuned RF stages,
switch able t.F. bandwidth, notch filters
and all the trimmings, at a price
naturally.
As a final note, if you want the best
receiver performance possible, there is
no reason why you shouldn't use a
separate communications receiver for
listening, and just use the transmit side
of your existing rig. The transmit/receive
switching can be taken care of fairly
easily without a great deal of wiring, and
will form the subject of a later article.
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ACCESSORIES
BRL 1 5 ANT. MATCH E R
Freq: 25·30 Mhz
Power: 1 00 W
£1

1 -27

BRL 20 POWER REDUCER
Freq: O · 1 00 Mhz
Cuts Input Power by 50%
Max Input: 1 2 W
£8-54

HIGH QUALITY
POWER SUPPLIES
BRS 26 3A SUPPLY
Suitable for basic
CB Radio supply
Designed for the U . K .
BRS 27 3A SUPPLY
High quality supply
B u i lt to B . S . I .
Specifications

£ 1 6-95

BRL31 25W MOBILE
RF Output: (Maxi 28W FM/AM
RF Input: 0.5 5 W
DC Supply: 1 3 V
£22-34

£ 1 9-95

BRL 35 45W MOBILE
RF Output: (Maxi 50W. FM/AM
RF Input: 0.2 . 5 W
DC Supply: 1 3 V
£48-85

£29-95

BRL 2 1 0 1 00W MAINS
RF Output: 200W PEP SSB
RF Input: 1 ·20W PEP SSB
Supply: 240V AC

BRG 22 SWR/PWR/MATCHER
Measures SWR/Power up to 1 KW.
Built in Matcher for Antenna.
Freq: 3 . 1 50 Mhz (SWRI
26 · 30 Mhz (Powerl
£37-50

BRS 31 5A SUPPLY
Another high quality unit
built to full safety
specifications.

FREQUENCY COUNTERS

BRS 35 1 0A SUPPLY
Top of the range supply for heavy
current applications.
Built in safety features. £76-40

BRI 8 1 00 1 00 MHZ COUNTER
6 Digit Counter
Max Power: 1 00W
£67-50
BRI 8 1 50 1 50 MHZ COUNTER
6 Digit Counter
Max Power: 1 00W
£79-95

AMATEUR BAND
AMPLIFIERS
•

£1 1 9

DETAILS OF THE FULL
BREMI RANGE IN OUR
NEW BUMPER
CATALOGUE PACK

BREMI PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM YOUR LOCAL DEALER OR DIRECT

HOTLINE (0705) 662 145

•

USIC

Terry Bentley introduces a new col u m n
on another aspect of in-car entertain ment

H

ello, good evening
and welcome. This is
the first of what may
turn out to be many
contributions from me o n
the subject o f in-car
audio. It's an exciting field fhese days,
as equipment becomes ever more
sophisticated and technological
innovations like CD and OAT start to
make an impression. We're convinced
that most CB owners and users have
room in their cars for some sort of a
decent sound system and woutd like to
be kept in touch with developments, so
a regular slot has been scheduled.
Don't worry - CB isn'f going to turn
into some sort of ICE-pickers' gazette.
All we're planning to do is provide a
frequent update on what's new and
interesting on the mobile audio scene,
filling a page or two each month. It won't
fake over the magazine!
A word about a word: 'ICE' . . . I loathe
it, and from here on you won't find me
using if much, if at all. For a start, I don't
like jargon (even if some CB-users still
dOl ). For another thing, 'in-car
entertainment' just isn't a full and
accurate definition of what we're talking
about. Sure, we all use our stereo
equipment for simple amusement some
of the time, listening to music, radio
comedy shows and so on, but it can
also be an important source of
information - anything from traffic
bulletins to news of crucial world events.
So it's not just entertainment, OK?
Right, now we've defined our terms,
on with the show . .
Terry Bentfey

I n some ways, in fact, the G-series
models represent further technical
advances. They all have an even more
refined development of the 'Alphatuner'
radio used in the F-types. As before, this
offers a very high level of sophistication,
packing in features such as an
automatic dynamic range controller (to
guard against distortion from
ultra-strong FM signals); adaptive front
end, to set optimum sensitivity for the
desired signal; impulse noise quieting, to
cut out electrical impulse interference;
automatic multi path distortion
suppressor; and automatic separation,
treble cut and soft-muting circuits to
avoid unpleasant effects as a stereo
signal weakens.
The new version of the tuner design
offers a total of 30 station presets (six
MW, six LW, and three separate sets of
six FM), with the bonus of 'Auto Preset
Memory' for the half-dozen FM2
selections. That's to say that, at the
push of a single button, the tuner
automatically scans the FM frequency
band, picks out the six strongest signals
(wherever you happen to be) and stores
them - great for anyone who travels
over long distances a good deal and
wishes to pick up local stations in
unfamiliar territory.

Features all three G sets have in
common with the F series include
seek/scan radio tuning, an auto-reverse
tape deck, separate bass and treble
controls, four-way output with inbuilt
front-rear fader, front-panel input for
portable CD players, switchable
loudness circuit, 'radio monitor' function,
and switchable 'metal' tape bias. The
most significant things they don't have
are Dolby noise-reduction (except for
the G25) and electronic tape deck
control logic.
The G25 and G20 come with
quick-release anti-theft slide mounts.
Again they score over the F-series
equivalent (the CQ-F35), in that their
heavy amplifier sections are left within
the fixed mounting bracket, leaving only
the relatively lightweight tuner/deck
assemblies attached to the front plate to
be carried around. The G1 0 has a
security code system (making it useless
once disconnected from the car's power
supply unless the programmed
combination of numbers is correctly
re-entered) as a discouragement to
thieves.
The CQ-G25 and G 1 0 are unusually
powerful for their market sector, with
four-by-25-watt maximum outputs. The
G20 has only half that total power but
has a 'pre-amp out' provision (and
selectable fader) for coupling with
additional amplification, graphic
equalisers, etc. Panasonic have recently
reduced the prices of the F-series units,
making them even more attractive than
before, but the latest models are tagged
at keener levels yet: you're likely to find
the G25 at around £270 (a tenner less
that the cheapest of the prestige range,
the F30), the G20 at about £240 and the
G 1 0 at a whisker under £200. The
competition must be more than a little
worried . .
If you need any more information on
the G-series equipment, get in touch
with Panasonic's Car Audio Division at
Panasonic Consumer Electronics UK,
300 Bath Road, Sough, SL1 6JB;
telephone 0753 34522.

G-Whizz from Panasonic
It looks as through Panasonic have
done it again. Building on the
tremendous acclaim with which the
uprange, feature-laden F-series
radio-cassette units were met, they have
produced a powerful challenge inthe
middle tier of the market with three new
models: the CQ-G25, CQ-G20 and
CQ-G 1 0.
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The pye CC10, around £40.
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likely to be popular, with a four-inch
'honeycomb'-type diaphragm and 40
watts max power capacity, selling for
around £ 1 8.
Pye in-car products are stocked by
Halford's, as welt as many specialist
distributors. Pye themselves are at the
regular Phillips address: City House,
420-430 London Road, Croydon, GR9
3QR; tel. 01 -689 4444.

Hitachi RDS

Flagship of the Pye range - the CC80.

One of the 'HI-Power' range from Radlomoblle.

The latest stereo radio-cassette model
to be marketed in the UK by Hitachi, the
CSK 702, features their RDS ('radio data
system') development. This gives tully
automated radio tuning, with the set
finding each station desired and giving a
read-out of its name. RDS also ensures
that the best possible reception of a
chosen station is obtained, by returning
to a stronger signal if one is available.
Furthermore, there's provision for
picking up travel flashes (due to be
provided by both BBC and independent
radio) and automatically interrupting
entertainment programmes to make
them audible.
Other attributes of the CSK 702
include an output of eight watts into
each of four channels (with a built-in
fader control), Dolby B noise-reduction
and an automatic 'metal' bias setting on
its tape deck, 1 8 radio station presets,
and a quick-release pull-out anti-theft
facility. The unit is priced at around
£400.
Want to know more? See your local
Hitachi car audio dealer or contact
Hitachi Sales (UK) Ltd, Hitachi House,
Station Road, Hayes, Middlesex.

Radiomobile Range Wider
The CQ-G2S by Panasonle.

Pye Dishes?
Pye - now wholly under the wing of the
Phillips empire, in case you didn't know
- have launched a completely fresh line
of in-car audio products with slick
styling, sensible specifications and
highly competitive prices. The new
range takes in seven radio-cassette
units and a complementary selection of
five speakers, and is intended to cover
various levels of the market from
low-budget up to the
middling-sophisticated.
Radio-cassette player prices start at a
mere £40 (for the CC1 0) and finish at
only £ 1 50 for the flagship model CC80.
Speakers run from £1 0 to £40.
The CC80 is an interesting set for its
price. Noteworthy features include Dolby
B noise-reduction circuity, auto-reverse,
music search and a 'metal' bias setting
on its tape deck; PLL electronic
search/seek tuning and an interference
CITIZENS' BAND
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absorption circuit on its
three-waveband, 1 5-preset radio;
separate bass and treble controls,
automatic (pity about that') loudness
and a claimed 60-watt ('total music
power') output into four channels, with
an inbuilt frontlrear fader control.
Down in the bargain basement the
CC1 0, although understandably pretty
basic, has a reasonable-sounding
technical spec: auto-stop, locking
fast-forward, MW and switch able stereo
FM radio, and a better than average
claimed ouput of 20 watts (total peak
power). Like every model in the new
range, the CC1 0 has illumination of at
least some controls for night-time use.
The loudspeaker line-up includes a
choice of shelf or flush-mount
three-element models with 1 00-watt
peak power handling capability (the
pod-type SP68 and panel-fitting SP67,
priced at £40 and £30 respectively). The
SP64 is a door-mounting design that's

Radiomobile, nowadays part of the
Lucas Electrical group. have introduced
two more radio-cassette units with CD
inputs. Supplementing their
top-of-the-shop AKB990 are the
AKB920 and AKB805 models. Both
these fit within what Radiomobile
deSignate as the 'Hi-Power' sector of
their range, with a total output of some
40 claimed watts. Both have 1 8 radio
presets, 'autostore' tuning (which
automatically stores the six strongest
FM signals) and 'automatic preset scan'
(which samples the stored stations), and
each has a front-panel socket to
facilitate hooking up a portable Compact
Disc deck. The main difference between
the two is the 920's auto-reverse tape
deck capability (the 805 merely has an
auto-stop/ revert-ta-radio function).
Recommended retail prices are not
outrageous, at £1 45-£150 for the
AKB920 and £1 20-£125 for the 805.
Further details can be had from L ucas
Electrical Limited Parts and Service,
Great Hampton Street, Birmingham, B 1 8
6AU; telephone 021 -236 5050.
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The Black J aguar BJ200 handheld scanner has proved to
be very popular. Here, Saul W right looks at a range of
accessories designed specifically for this unit

I

t makes a refreshing change for
us to report on a piece of
equipment that has created
enough interest to generate its own
range of dedicated accessories.
The product in question is the Btack
Jaguar BJ200 scanning monitor receiver
- a compact, high-performance unit that
put many larger scanners to shame.
The Jaguar is powered by a nickle
cadmium (nicad) re-chargeable battery,
manufactured by Sanyo. These highly
versatile battery packs, (also used in
cordless telephones, torches and
numerous other appliances) are rated at
600mAH - the charger supplied with the
Black Jaguar (and most other re
chargeable products) is normally rated at
60mA - the time taken to fully re-charge
36

the pack can be anywhere from 1 0 to 1 4
hours. I n most circumstances, this is
perfectly okay and it can be safely left to
charge overnight. However, sometimes
it's inconvenient to wait that long fortunately these nicad batteries can be
re-charged in less than a third of that time
but it means that they will draw three
limes as much current and consequently
can get quite hot. High-speed charging,
whilst basically safe, may, if not carefully
monitored. shorten the life of nicads so
it's vitally important not to over-charge
the batteries by leaving them connected
up for too long. For these reasons most
manufacturers prefer to play safe and
supply charger units that top up the cells
gradually.
Solid State Etectronlcs have

recognised the sometimes frustrating
delay and produced a range of three
nicad chargers with switchable high/Iow
current outputs. Two of them (BCA3 and
BCAS) are designed specifically for use
with the Black Jaguar - these units are
powered from a car battery and 240 VAC
mains respectively. The third (BCA4) is
also powered from a car battery and is
intended for use with hand-held
transceivers, etc, using the common 1 0 x
1 .2v ni-cad set-up.
The BCA3's constant-current output is
controlled by a two-position switched
giving a 50mA or 1 50mA charging rate 
the latter will fully re-charge the Black
Jaguar's batteries in approximately 3.5
hours. The 1 2 volt DC input connection
consists of a pair of black and red cables
CITIZENS' BAND
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Top left: BCA switching charger. Top right: CMA1 holder, Bottom
left: HMA2 holder, Bottom right: BCA3 switching charger,
with an jn�ljne fuse. The output lead is
terminated in a standard 2.1 mm power
plug. A second 'universal' version of the
BCA3 is available - this has the power
plug wired the opposite way around and
is intended for use with a wide range of
other products using similar re�
chargeable nicad cells (a data and
application sheets are available). The
constant�currenl design means that it
can accommodate all of the popular
configurations (450, 500 & SOOmaH)
consisting of between 1 to 8 cells in
series. Both versions of the BCA3 sell for
£1 2.95.
The BCAS mains-charger has a
slightly higher output rating - SOmA i n
the 'Iow' setling and 1 80mA for the 'high'
rate - this reduces charge times even
further, to just over three hours in the
case of the Black Jaguar's nicad pack.
The unit is fully switchable, with an
illuminated two-pole mains switch for
added safety (many mains-chargers
have no means of telling whether they're
connected 10 the mains or not, let alone
an on/ off switch). In common with its
battery-powered counterpart the output
CtTIZENS' BAND
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lead is terminated in a standard 2.1 mm
power plug. The BCAS costs £1 4.95.
Equipment using 1 2-volt ni-cad battery
packs cannol normally be charged from
a car battery - the charging voltage
needs to be higher than the supply
voltage - typically 18 volts for a 1 2 volt
system. SSE's BCA4 switching charger
gets around the problem of insufficient
battery voltage with a simple electronic
switching circuit that raises the charging
voltage to the optimum level, (even
though the supply voltage from a car
batlery will not normally exceed 1 4 volts).
The BCA4 sells for £1 7.95.
The last products in the new SSE line
up are two purpose-designed holders for
the Black Jaguar. They're both lormed
from aluminium and lined with a non
scratch surface to protect the Jaguar's
case. The first is the CMA1 (£S.95) - its
shaped lip/hook is designed to slip
between the door frame and window on a
car door - the scanner will then be
securely held in place and the conlrols
can be easily adjusted. A worthwhile
allernative to allowing an expensive
piece of equipmenl bounce around on

top of the dashboard, or the passengers'
seat. The CMA 1 also has the useful side
effect of keeping the antenna clear of the
car body for improved reception.
The HMA2 (£5.95), is a desk-top
holder for the Jaguar - it keeps the
scanner in an upright position, slightly
tilted for ease of use and control
accessibility. It too is manufactured from
lightweight aluminium and is lined to
protect the Jaguar's case. A cut-out on
the right-hand side of both holders allows
access to the charger socket.
It's important to note that high-speed
chargers should be used with care as
they can lead to reduced batlery life especially if the recommended charging
period is exceeded. SSE do warn of over
charging, both on the instruction sheets
and the chargers themselves. However,
we would have liked to see a rather
stronger-worded warning of the possible
consequences, especially as nicads can
be quite expensive items to replace.
These are all available from Soffd
State Electronfcs UK. 6 The Orchard.
Bassett Green Village. Southampton
S02 3NA, (0703) 769598,
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Pama
S U PA T R I

EXCEPTIONAL PERFOR MANCE FROM
T H I S TRIPLE LOADED HIGH QUALITY
ANTE N N A E S I M PLY . . . THE BEST.
INTRO DUCTORY

�����

price
now

One of the best mobiles around with A.F.
gain, tone control and other features, it
has a good sensitive RX section with low
'bleed over'.

unlden

....
...
--...
:;:.-..,.....
...
�

C E PT frequencies, 40 channels, F.M.
Mobile superb performance, excellent
sensitivity, Channel 9 indicator TIX
indicator - unbeatable value.

W H O LESALERS O F
eTE - ZETAG I

-

M I DLAND -

maxcom

illi:W;i)�

R m " p,;"

£ 1 9.95

ALSO AVAI LABLE
T h e original PAMA T R I our No. 1

best selling aerial is still available made
from the highest quality materials, the
PAMA TRI has a performance unequalled
by any antennae in it's price range.

O N LY £14.95

M I DLAND 805

Pama
- SA D E LTA - unld�n'
- H E: M B R O -

Undoubtedly the 300 is the best selling
base station in the U.K. It's features
includes mic gain, R.F. gain, power and
tone controls and S meter. Value for
money? It's unbeatable.

tilllW'U:?:l')I#i - S I R I O
1:�lIiil antlet·
-

-

FOR WHOLESALE ORDERS PLEASE
Telephone 061·445·8918 and we
will give you our immediate attention.
ALL ORDERS DESPATCHED
WITHIN 24 HOURS

from
dual-purpose hand portable. Can be
mounted under the dash and when away
from the car - hiking, walking, fishing etc.
- it will keep you in touch.

M I DLAND 1 04

M I DLAND
M I N I·
M O B I LE

LOOK FOR THE PAMA
DEALER STICKER
first available rig for CEPT fre
quencies manLlfactured to the highest
standards. Features include mic gain, R.F.
gain, squelch. 40 channels and a I '
'bleed over'.

PAMA PRODUCTS ARE
A VAILABLE FROM ALL GOOD
C.B. STOCKISTS, IF YOU
CAN'T FIND OUR PRODUCTS
A T YOUR LOCAL STOCKISTS
LET US KNOW.
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I.� A. T ALL GOOD CB

Kindl mention Citizens' Band when replying to advertisements

A VAILABLE
MID JUNE

It doesn't need to be big! The Mini Mobile
is the smallest rig available but don't be
deceived; it has exceptional performance
for it's size.

PAMA HOUSE
WILMSLOW ROAD
WITHINGTON
MANCHESTER M20 9AF
433

3 MINS FROM M56

JUST SELECTI
O
N:
Special Buy, usually
I
A

K N I G H TS

Queen Street, Kirton Lindsey,
S . H u mberside D N 2 1 4 E L
Tel : (0652) 648378
O P E N : M o n . -S a t . 9 . 30-5.30. S u n . 1 0.30-5.30
L u nch 1 2.30- 1 .30.
Open evenings by appointment.

WHY BUY FROM US?

1

£49 . 5 0
1 . E S 990/880 E c h o C h a m b e r . . . . . . . . . . . . . £39.951

1 . STOCK - Large stocks of CB accessories from a l l
man ufacturers.
2. PRICE - Everything at competitive prices.
3. REPAIRS - 2 repair shops. one on the premises.
manned 7 days.
4. FAST - All Mail Order despatched same day or
money backl
5. RELIABLE - Trading in the same town for 26 years.
6. F R I E N DLY - Technical help and a cup of coffee
a lways available.
7. PAR K I N G - 200ft. layby outside
shop, for even
the biggest trucks.
8. TESTED - All goods tested before despatch
wherever possible.
9. OPEN - 7 days a week, 364 day a year (not
Christmas Day!)
1 0. F R E E - Price list of all CB accessories, please
send SAE.

2. A l t a i R e p l a c e me n t M i ke . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £3.95
3 . D M - 5 1 O Power M ike . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £6.95
4. Extra Long (3m) M ike Leads . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £ 1 .95
5. 7ft. G e n u i n e Firesticks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £ 1 6 . 9 5
6 . S i r i o 20 1 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £ 7 2 . 5 0
7 . SWR M et e r
£5.95
8.
H a lf Breed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £ 1 0.95
9 . V2 Wave Base Ante n n a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £ 1 0.95
1 0. T h u nderpole I I I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £ 1 9.50

Original

........ ................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

RIGS

OLD FREQUENCY
Moonraker Minor ....................... £57.50
Moonraker Major ... .. ............... £79.50
Moonraker Master Hand-Held .. £74.50
Midland 1 04 (Mini) ..
. ............ £64.50
Midland POrl-a-Pak .................... £89.50
Uniden 100 . ...................... ...... £74.50
Uniden 200 ................. .............. £92.50
Uniden 300 (8ase Station) ..... £149.50
Mustang 2000 ........... .............. £63.50
Jesan KR-303 ............................ £52.50
Jesan KR-200 (Large Mobile) ... £79,50
Jesan 40-ch.l4W Hand-Held ... £6B.50
ONT Transit-40 (Mobile) ............ £69.50
ONT 3-ch. Hand-Held ................ £39.50
Sonic 2-ch. Hand-Held .............. £1 B.50

NEW FREQUENCY

Breaker 40 ................................. £69.60
DNT Contact 40 (Ch. Mike) ........ £74.50
DNT 40-ch. Hand-Held .............. £79,50
Uniden 400 ................................ £97.50
Uniden PC-4 40-ch. Hand-Held £B4.50
Zodiac M244 (Scanning) ........ £199.50
Alpha 4000 (Aotel 240) .......... £159.50
Ham-International Ham-Scan ... £79.50
AMATEUR RADIOS
CTE 142-149MHz Hand-Held £167.50
Uniden 2B30 10m Multimode £269.50

RF A M P L I F I E R S
C.T.E.
Mosquito 30 watt .......... ...... £18.50
737 SOW FM/80W S58 ...... £32.95
767 BOW FM/1 50W 5SB .... £43.95
757 1 SOW FM/3OOW S S B .. £99.50
A300 ditto W/Preamp ........ £1 1 4.50
Condor 1 60W/3OOW
mains .......... .................... £ 1 99.50
ZETAGI
8 1 50 100W FM ....... ............ £49.50
8300 200W FM/4ooW
5SB ................... .............. £1 29.50
B299 1 50W FM/3OOW 55B £97.50
B250 1 30W/250W 24 volt .. £94.50
B 1 3 2 100W/2OOW Mains . £ 1 09.50
B507 300W/6OOW Mains . £259.00
Nevada TC35DX 25W FM .... £24.50
lemm 1 00W FM/2ooW SSB £46.50
Brami l 00WI200W Mains .. £99.50
PRE-AMPlIFIERS
Altai Pra-Amp ....... ............ .. £1 7.50
Midland HQ375 Pra-Amp . .. £26.50
Zelagi Pre-Amp P27-1 .......... £25.95

Please
mention

when replying
to al l
Adverts
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BASE ANTENNAS
Sirio 2012 .............. .......... £7S.95
!.7 wave Silver Rod ........... £1 0.75
* wave Silver Rod .......... £ 1 1 .99
1h wave Hi-Gain ......... £16.95
� waveHi-Gain ........... £1 8.95
Thunderpol. 11 . .
. £16.50
Thunderpole Ill ........... £19.95
Saluit 27 ................... £63.00
Skylab .............. ........ £20.99
Spectrum 200 ........ £72.95
Sirio Tornado ........ £48.00
£44.50
Spitfire Beam
Wavemaster ........ £18.95
.... £4.50
Di·Pol. .....
CTE GP127 ..... £17.50
Saturn
Rotator

.. .......

CTE DISCONE
* -r
:2

WIDEBAND'-::
:::;;; �
SCANNER ANTENNA
REC.70-700MHz
TX70-500MHz

h

Mise.

MT ..... £3.99
Hatch MT . .... £6.85
Limpet Mag
MT ............ C'.50
S.W.R. Meter £6.40
PA Horn ...... £6.50
Antenna
Switch ....... CS.SO
Ant. Matcher £4.70
2�:'.�.�.�. .����P;{6.50
C.B. Bible ...... £1.25
Quick Release
. £1.50
Mirror MT ..... £3.75

M I CROPHONES

Gune r

£24.95.-------==="=!
OFFER PRICE

M O B I LE
ANTENNAS

BLACK
J A G UA R M K I I I
POCKET SCANNER
COVERS
26·30MHz
60·S6MHz
1 1 5·17SMHz
210-260MHz
410·520MHz
1 6 MEMORIES
C ABlE
F

7 ' Firestik..
............ £1 5.50
Sirio DV27
................... C7.50
CTE DV27 ........................ ... £6.70
Washington DC ................... £6.00
Rattlesnak,
......... £S.oo
Cougar
...... £7.50
TRI.......
............. £ 1 1 .20
Super TRI .. .... ................... Cl 2.S5
24" Dial·a·Match
.. .. . £9.50
4S" Dial·a·Match .............. £ 1 0.95
Valor \\ Sreed ................... Cl 0.95
Valor Warrior .................... £1 1.95
Wallen Thunderbolt .. ...... .. £7.50
Super Thunderbolt . ............ £6.95
Modulator long Coil
. £ 1 0.50
Modulator Super 11 .
. £1 4.99
K40 .......
.. £35.00
K40 Mag Mount .... ........... £1 2.99

K40 Dynamnic Mic ........... 11 6.50
Attai Replacement Mic ....... £5.90
Altai Power Mic . ................ £7.50
Altai Rog Bleep Mic .......... £ 1 1 .99
Altai Echo Mic ....... ........... £1 8.50
Altai Coffin Mic ............ ... £6.90
Sadelta MRl Rep. Mic ...... £1 5.50
Sadelta MP2 Pwr. Mic ...... £21.95
Sad'lta ME3 Echo Mic ..... £33.95
Sad'lta M64 R/6 Mic ...... £23.95
Sadelta MB30 Base Mic ... £34.95
Sadelta Bravo Base Mic ... £47.95
Sadella Echo Base Mic ..... £68.95
Caroline Base Mic .... .... £38.50

RIGS
Midland 77-104 ................. £59.95
77-605
....... £69.95
Audioline 342
........ ... £69.95
... £59.95
Jesan ....
Maxcom 7E
............. £85.00
Jesan H/Held ..................... £72.00
. ....................... £49.95
Euro 11..
100 ...................... .. £69.95
... . ... £97.95
200
300 ................... Cl 47.00
400 .................. £69.00
40
£65.00

M;dland

Uniden

..

Digital Readout
for Channel and
Frequency

.. ..

��7 �

OFFER PRICE

£21 9 . 9 5

SCANNERS

..

M I SC .

POWE R S U PPLI ES
3-5 amp Altai ....................
3-5 amp G Comm ...... ......
5-7 amp G Comm
...
12 am G Comm . .............

£1 2.50
£1 2.95
£18.50
£44.95

SEND A LARGE S A E. FOR OUR COMPREHENSIVE PRICE LIST

F030 Freq. Counler .
... £57 00
HQ25 Pre·Amp ........................... I22.50
Ta,,, 15w FM l;n", .
.... £16.95
i!t��i6J3�����rli��a�··A1�:�
Zelagi BV132 200w FM
Base linear . ................... ..... £115.00
Zetagi TM1000 Transmateh . £57.95
.

.

.

......

N !9�!!H!R�!���RE�E��S!!.!!���ANCS��!�T!6::�
MAIL O R D E R

E:���U1Rp�H

SMJ E LECTRONIC S

S P E C I A LI STS I N S E M I C O N D U CT O R S A N D M U C H , M U C H M O R E
T E L : 0 3 1 - 3 3 7 - 6 9 5 0 . T E L/ FAX 0 3 1 - 3 3 7 - 2 4 4 6
29
20
.22
75
'0
'0

"

.33
.32

"

. 07
13

O.

.26

"
"
"

.0'
07
'0
.D7
.• 0

oe

06
06
08

"
OS
.OS
.OS
"
08

"
"

.35

..

.75

".
".
SS

"
"
..
..
..

.J6
.28

."

.32
24

"

.06
09
15
.0'

.09
."

.39
.29

.OS

.3r
25
22
28
.23
23
18

AS

60
.2S
.24
.60
.24
50

"
..

1.03
...
.63
1.29

...
"

' "

' "

1.40

MRF237
MRF238
MRF450
MRF450A
MRF454
MRF45S
TlP29C
TIP30C
TIP31 C
TIP32C
TIP33C
TIP34C
TIP41C
TIP42C
TIP47
TIPI20
2N3055
2N3054
2N3055
2N3771
2N3772
2N3773
2N3819
2N3866
2SA473
2SA564
2SA608
2SA673
2SA878
2SA683
2SA684
2SA699
2SA733
2SA968
2SA999
2SA1012
2SA1015
258525
2SC380
2SC495
2SC536
2SC710
2SC7I1
2SC730
2SC828
2SC900
2SC930
2SC945
2SC1060
2SC1061
2SC1096

3.36
13.64
13.50
13.80
22.94
19.80
26
. 29
.28
33

"

."
27
27
.S2
.38
.28
95

"

"6
1.31
1.40
.35
"0
...
'0

."

.1 3
.38
20
.28

"

.13
.28
.0
."

.08
2S

09
.•0
'0
.• 0

.09

3.67
.• 0
.27
. 17
08

.SS

.S7

"

1.21

.09
.• 0

.13
23
60
3.60
15
.13
1.07
'0
...
.13
1.98
3.63
1 2.62
3.78
.66
1.68
1.48
2.82
8.25
.58
.25
1.25
1 .1 2
.SS
...
132
" 09
19.25

"

26
23.6 1
2.85
.30
'0
16.20
10.79
1 2.90

..

.58
.58
...
.J6

"

.4.26
26
.79
36
.37

2SK33
2SKI92
3N201
3SK40
3SK4B
3SK88
3SK97
40673
IC'S
AN240

AN6551
AN7131
AN7140
AN7178
eM02
BA521
eA656
CA3086
CA3089
CA3240
HAI 3 1 9
HA1322
HAI338
HAI339A
HAI 342A
HAI366w/WR
HA I 367
HA1368/R
HAI 374
HAI 77
HAI388
HAI 389
HAI392
HA I394
HAI397
HAI398
HA13001
LA1201
LA1230
LA4032
LA4102
LA4112
LA4140
LA4201
LA4220
LA4250
LA4400
LA4420
LA4422
LA4445

3

.

.'0

.25

"

1.27
2.71
AS
1.66
1.30

' 13
.73
1.37

'"

2.47

"

1.35
.92
.. .
2.45
1.39
2.18
1.82
2.31
3.80
3.80
1.72
2.64
1.63
2.11
1.73
2.77
1.39
\ .90
2.72
2.55
2.57
'.60
73
1.27
1 .99
...
...
.58
1.15
1.41
2.23
2.59
1.32
1.02

r3S

LA4460
LA446t
LA4500
LB I
S()ol2
TA7061
TA7120
TA7130
TA71 37
TA7204
TA7205
TA7208
lC7120
LC71 30
LC7131
LC7132
lC7137
LM301
LM31 1 N
LM317T
LM324
LM329
LM380N
LM383
LM384N
LM388
LM387
LM3
N
M51102
M51513
M51514
M51515
M51516
M51517
MB3712
MB3730
MB3731
M83756
MB8719
MC1310
MCI 350
MCI 723
MC3357
MC3359
MCt 3002
MCI45106P
MM55108
NE545
NE555
NE666
NE565

40S

900

VAT AT 15% MUST BE AODED TO THE ABOVE PRICES

1.47
1.47
1.65
2.24
2.50
.76
.58

.52
1.37
1.23
5.70
. SI

".

1 .24
2.07

..
.. .

1.38
.96
1.40
2.75
3.26
2.88
2.89
3.15
.35
.56
.76
.. .
...
1.32
3.50
2.90
1.15
210
.76
1.85
1.86
"2
1 .94
2.22
2.08
1.22
2.08
2.1 5
1.83
4.12
.SS
1.41
30

. "

2.54
3.05
4. 1 9
3.00
2.38

"
"

1.01

'"

1 .86
' 90
2.31
...
.97
1.38
...
4.31
5.46
"0
1.37
1 .99
3.18
3.1 2
3.71
.82
.63

"

1.68
"0
.76
1.81

'.08

.86
.98
73
2.05

..

1.75
71
".
.79
1.65
5.34
V AEGS
780S
7808
7812
7815
7905
7906
7912
7915

27

"

27
.3S
49
...
...
49

We have listed only a smell percemall8 ot the devlellJ avaIlable We Slock Oyer a thOI,ls.nd difle.anl Semiconducls along
wIth TV end Video spares. including Idlor$. ClutCh Assombti8l. Video Huds ete Trade customers lire welcome 10 use our
acCOUnt service 1o. ease ot ordO"Rg. Rel.ilcustomers m.v tend a Cheque/PoSl,1 order or JUSI call us and use you,Access
card. We welcome your telephone enquiries '0 if the device yOU ,aqu". is ",:11 111I8d JUSt phone uS and we will 81th" be able
to suppty or 8 1 18&51 1ell you where 11 can be obta in ed.

40

FCC CONVERSION BOARDS
FOR CB's on Ihe old UK spec using ehe lC7t 37
Iynlhesiser wecan supply a conversion board 10
allow operation on both the le15 01 40 channels.
Technical heLp Is ayallable.
AUDIOLlNE/UNIDEN CONVERSION
If you are Lucky enough to own a rig wllh thi5
chassis we can lupply a Ilngle chip and
inseruCllons 10 allow modification lor operation
on old UK and CEPT frequencies. All this for
only £4.31 .
ACTIVE FILTER BOAR OS
a
9 M
f a
I
�r' �h:
jA�fNi����W:)��tC��
� ���� �ogg
Iype 01 CB This board slgnlllcantly reduces
image rejeClion and cross modulation without
affecting ,enSillylly. Price £6.90.

.

CRYSTAL FILTER
ThIS Is a 10.695MHz. 10KHz bandwideh xlal
lilter suilable for most F M CS's. This IIIIer
greally reduces cross modulaelon (bleedover)
and ;s extremely easy to lit•
BOOKS
SCREWDRIVERS GUIDE TO CB
PLL DATA BOOK
CYBERNET SERVICE MANUAL
UNIOEN SERVICE MANUAL
FIDEUTY 1 000 SERVICE MANUAL
FIDELITY 2000 SERVICE MANUAL
FIDELITY 2001 SERVICE MANUAL
FIDELITY 3001 SERVICE MANUAL
AUOIOLINE 340/341 SERVICE
MANUAL
SOMMERKAMP TS·788DX SEAVICE
MANUAL

C5.00
C5.00
C3.00
£3,00
£2 00
£2 00
£2 00
£2.00
£3.00
£5.00

FREQUENCYCOUNTER
By the lime this adverl appears we wilt have
available the FC50 a 6 digit 50MHz frequency
counler wIth an extra large 1 4.2mm display.
Just connect it between your CB and ae.ial
using a patch lead and to a 1 2 Volt supply. Every
lime you key you. mic your exact frequency will
ba displayed. ThiS courller is produced in the
UK.
PRICE £49.00
Discounes are available on ten or more 01 any
one device.
PLEASE ADO 75p POSTAG E AND PACKAG·
ING ON All ORDERS UNDER £10.00.
ALL MAIL OADEA TO:
56 SLATE FORD ROAD, EDINBURGH.

CALLERS WELCOME.

CITIZENS' BAND

SEPTEMBER 1986

ACCESSO R I E S

NATI O NWI D E D E L I V E R Y
D EA L E R S contact us today for very

WH O LESALE
C B radios. aerials and accessories
delivered to your shop. Contact for
price list.

fast. friendly service. competitive
widest range and latest CB products.

prices.

Tel: 061 ·446 2437 061·445 891 8
061 ·434 5701
Telex: 666762 PAMAGO G
Fax: 061 ·445 0978

Pama House. 433 Wilmslow Road,
Ma nchester M 2 0 9AF.
OPEN EVERY DAY, SUN DAY 1 0-2
only 3 minutes from M 5 6

BREAKER
BASES
AVO N

CHESHIRE

Gloucester Rd, Patchway,
Bristol. Tel : 0272 694331
All your CB requirements including
934 cordless telephones and

[b�

portables. Personal service.
Why not ring us?

CORNWALL
CHAT BACK CB CENTRE
FULL STOCKS O F 934MHZ & 27MHZ

AMATEUR RAOIO - PMR & NEW CEPT
CORDLESS PHONES- REPAIRS

LARGEST STOCKIST OF NEW
ANDS/HANDCB EQUIPMENT
I N THE CREWE AREA
I

�
CB37 IIr:"'lI I
�1 15 Middlewieh Street � .
Tel:

ESSEX

Opening Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
Sat 9am-l pm

Easthill, Tuckingmill, Camborne,
Cornwall TR14 SQL.
Tel: 0209-715773

Crewe CWI 41$
0270 588440 da., 841418 evu

B E D FO R D S H I R E

CHESHIRE

DEVON

ELECTROCOMM
CB SHOP

PENKETH ELECTRONICS
& CB SUPPLIES

Merton C B & R ad io Centre

2A Tennyson Rd, Luton
Tel: 0582 458310

CB RADIOS ALL
ACCESSORI ES. RELIABLE
SPEEDY REPAIR SERVICE.
USED CB's BOUGHT AND SOLD

r..
E3

(Open Tues.-Sat. 9-6)
'h mile lown c entre

B U C IU N G H A M S H I R E

THE TV SHOP
MILTON KEYN E S LARGEST
STOCKIST OF CB EQUIPMENT
For repairs, spares, accessories,
and all your CB needs

Croftcou rt, Stony Stratrord
Milton Keynes,
�uckinghamshlre MK1 1 1 HS
Tel 0908 565981

3

CAMBRIDGESHIRE

C �'7

Tower
\
.q
;ii'
Communlc8tton
....t �u
Everything for the 27MHz &
934MHz CBer. Radio Amateur
or SWL.
• First Class Sales & Service'.
1 1 High Street,

Haddenham, Cambs.
Tel: Ely (0353) 740306

CITIZENS' BAND

SEPTEMBER 1988

AG R I M OTO R S

5Chapel Road, Penkelh, Warrington
We are the CB stockists rorthe
Cheshire/Merseyside area. Sales &
Service, Audio & Hi·Fi Accessories.

Melton Garage & Post Office, Melton,
Nr Oekhampto n EX20 3DZ

Open 6 days 9-6
(Su n d ays by appointment )
Specialists in 934MHz

Secondhand Hi-Fi bought and sold.
Telephone 092 572 3282
Open 9.30-5(except Wed & Sun)

C O R NWALL

R O N 'S S H O P
46 lower Bore Street.
Bodmin Cornwall Pl31 2JY.
Tal: Bodmin 0208 4569
CB RADIOS and all ACCESSORIES
C OR D LESS TELEPHONES and
ANSWERING MACHINES, RADIOS,
ELECTRICAL GOODS ETC.

CORNWALL

Open Man-Sat 9am-6pm

MISTRAL C.B.

�

• GOOD
SELECTION OF
NEW & USED
EQU IPMENT
• PART EXCHANGE FACILITY . CAR &
BABY ALARMS . EQUIPMENT RENTAL
'RHOSCREEL', SANCREED, PENZANCE,
CORNWALL.
Tel: 0736 63791 mlddey to 7pm
Mon.-Sat, and esk for Geoft.

We offer a full repair service and rig
conversions. We wilf match any
genuine advertisedprice.
LARGE RANGE OF CB EQUIPMENT
Open Tues-Sal l0am-5pm

ESSEX

HAVERING

COMMUNICATI ONS
CB EQUIPMENT

T.Iephones and Answering Maci1ines
ACCESSORIES
Best CB repairservice n
i the area

Suppliers of all 27Mhz and 934M hz

T",,-�8�����Jnn

,

WOOOFORD C B CENTRE

528 Chigwell Road, Woodford
Bridge, Woodford Green.
Tel : 0 1 -504 96S2

DEVON

210 Homchurch Rood,
Homchurc�, E".'!, RM11 1QJ _

104024)76437

,

...::.

G L O U C E STE R S H I R E

C B Sales
that jf we have it in
stock ... you ean rind it cheaper locally,
we'lf match/better the price.

We guarantee

Full repairs, modifications, services.

C B SALE S . Stidson,
South Brent, Devon TQ1 0 9JT
Tel: 03647 3292
Open: 8.30-9.30 Monday (0 Sunday
Mail Order. Ittlephane anquIf;a. we/came.

DORSET

WEYMOUTH OPEN CHANNEL
27 80 934MHz
Extensive stock always aveilable
... computer repairs
Also phone equipment
& computer software
Open 1 0·5.30 Mon.-Sat.
Telephone enquiries & mail ordef
welcome.
91A Chickerell Road, Weymouth,
Dorset
Telephone: 0305·787777

Kindly mention Citizens' Band when

r ep l yi n g to

'.,.a.,"''';'''' ,

Block 3B, Upper Mills Eslate,
Brlstnl Rnad, Stonehouse Glos.
Tal: 045 382 671 0

June. 13. M5. Stroud exil.
First right past the Shtp Inn.

Open: 9·5 Mon.-Fri .

C.E. P.T.lUK, FM/934 MHz

Send C I & first class stamp lor
our la/est catalogue.
Cheques/postal orders
to D.E.S.

Tel:and ask for
EvelforyndetaiCoombes
ls of
Series Discounts

advert i sem ents

0 1 ·437 0626

41

.

ACCESSO R I E S
•

WH O L E S A L E
D I ST R I B U TO R S
O F CB

Tel: 061 ·445 8 9 1 B 061 ·434 5701
Telel: 666762 PAMACO G
Fax: 061·445 0978

G ia nt
range
of
CBs
and
accessories, contact u s today for
very
fast,
friendly
service,
competitive prices, w i d est ra n g e
a n d latest C B products.
Tel: 061 ·446 2437

WE DELIVER NATIONWIDE OPEN EVERY DAY. S U N DAY 1 0-2
Pama House, 433 Wilmslow Road. Manchester M20 9AF Only 3 m i n utes from M56

BREAKER
BASES
A D V E RT I S E R S

We accept

t:..�

�

Access and Visa
Telephone Bookings
call Evelyn Coombes
Today on 0 1 -437 0699

R G ELECTRONICS

For a/l your C B. equipment
Established seven years

Open six days Mon - Sat
H P Terms available

For Mail Order Catalogue send two
l B p stamps to 64 Oxford Street,
Whitstable. Kent CT5 t OG.....

��

Tal: 0227 252319

HAMPSHIRE

P.

SQUIRE (ANDOVERJ LTD.

SPECIALISTS I N
C B SALES A N D S E R V I C E
Very large selection 01 R igs and
Accessories.

Repairs, and Services Reasonable
prices. Expert Advice - Free.
Open 8.30 IQ 5.30 (excl. Wed. .,\ Sun,)

H A M PSH I R E

CG �
�... SHOP

.

1 SI Jamu's ROId, Gra send. Ktnt OAl 1 OHF
G
Hnd 567171
FOR All YOUR
COMMUNICATION REQUIREMENTS

...

CB. RADIOS, AMATEUR RADIO

!}!

ACCESSORIES
installation & repairs
* METAL DETECTORS *
MAILORDER SERVICE
"communicate with confidence"

Z

LONDON

BREAKER'S W(4\RI.I)

c

2 High Street, Bordon, Ha nts .
We are t h e experts i n
com m u ni ation.
Full ra nge of CB a nd
accessories in stock.

ALPHA'S CB CENTRES
224

a

Ba l a m Street, London E 1 3
Tel: 01-471 5589

Open: Mon-Sat9am-7pm:
Sunday 1 0am-2pm

Fully equipped workshop for repa irs.
Open 7 days a week
.. Mon-Sat 10am-6pm
Sun 10am-lpm. 04203 -4684

�
�

H E RTFO R D S H I R E

934MHz 27MHz

Largest selection of
CB Equipm en t

Mail
Order
R
..
_....
_
Service
C
C Communications Centre
37·39 Stat ion Road. Rickmanswonh,
Herts WD3 1 GP
Tel: (0923) 7755771770634
Mon.-Sat. 9am-6pm
Wad 9am-lpm and 3pm-6pm

42

;�.:

"

ALSO
EX ZULU/ONE/FOUR.
1 3 2 Leytonstone High Road. E I S .

Tel: 0 1 - 555 8045 Open: Mon·Sat

9am·5.30pm.

T/A Balaam SI.

Molors

HENRY'S

9 34 M H z a n d 2 7 M H z

C B a n d accessories
c a t a l o g u e S.A.E.
404 Edgware Road,
London W2 1 EO
01 ·724·0323

Open 6

days a

week

N O R F O L I(

TIGERS CAGE
CB SUPPLIES

B A YEOMANS &

TV and Electrical

N o rwich, Norfolk

Tel: 0603 46294

c.

Discount CB/Anything electrical.
Savings just a phone call away.
Used CB bought and sold .

343, Chorley New Road,

LANCASHIRE

Horwich, Lan s Tel: 0204 68218

NORFOLK

CB REPAIR 'SPECIALISTS

TRADE WELCOME

ELECTROVISION

PARKSIDE C B CENTRE
C8 RadIO specialist.

CB Sales + Services

d .

Extensive range stocked. Mail order

servIce available. Phone for details.
Agents for Nevada 934. CB repaIrs &
modificatIOns un ertaken
A148 Fakenham Rd, ThursfOld.
Fakenham, Norlolk

1 1 3 Crostan Road,
Garstang,
Nr. Preston PR3 1 NQ.
Tel: Garstang 2307

MI D D

LES

EX

(0328) 77402

For rigs

accessories,
sales and service

�
�

NORTH' HUMBERSIDE

. e
P�
I
i
C B EXCHAN G E

SON

65 North Walsham Rd.,

FOR A L L YOUR CB NEEDS
MAILORDER WELCOME
Open: Mon-Sat 9am-6pm
Sun 9am-4om

I(ENT

1 9 Bridge Street, ANOOVER, Hants
Tel: 0264·52623

_

LANCASHI R E

I(ENT

BREAKER ONE NINE
CB CENTRE

WE RAREL Y CLOSE

414 BEVERlEY ROAD, HUll
Tel (0482) 447560
LARGE SELECTION OF NEW AND
SECONDHAND CB EQUIPMENT
FULL RANGE OF C.E.P.T. RIGS
AVAILABLE
EXCELLENT
"0
::J .6,t:=9
REPAIR
SERVICE

N O R T H V O R I( S H I R E

N O R T H A M PT O N

DEALERS, REACH

EARLS BARTON C B SHOP

250,000 CB USERS.

FULL RANGE CB EOUIPMENT
SERVICE AND REPAIRS

Tandy authorised
dealers
.
475 STA I NES RD.
.
BEDFONT MIDDLESEX
(Nr_ aarelays aank) TW14 8SL
01 _890 0900
.

BRITAINS

ADVERTISE

YOUR BUSINESS
HERE!

Kindly mention Citizens' Band when replying to advertisements

P

51MI, Engineers

'.

Open Monday - Friday 9·6
Saturday 9·5
Sunday 1 0.3 0 1 2 3 0
38a OQDOINGTON ROAD
(STD

0604) 8 1 0000

CITIZENS' BAND

SEPTEMBER 1988

ACCESSORIES
W H O L ES A L E
D I ST R I B UTO R S
OF CB

G iant
range
of
CBs
and
accessories, contact u s today for
very
fast,
friendly
service,
competitive prices, widest range
a nd latest C B products.
Tel: 061 -446 2437

WE DELIVER NATIONWIDE OPEN EVERY DAY, SUNDAY 10-2
Pama House, 433 Wilmslow Road. Manchester M20 9AF Only 3 minutes from M56

666762 PAMACO G
Fax: 061 -445 0978

Telel:

BREAKER
BASES
tI

MODULATIONS �
r./
COMMUNICATIONS
,\ {
62 Wootton Road,
Abi ngdon, Oxon.

�

SOMERSET

SURREY

OXFO R D S H I R E

g:

GUIL

ORD

Surrey's biggest
stockists o( CB
eqUipment and
accessories
Low prices, technical know· how.
�

Y O R I<S H I R E

�

Lit '" Illt I1I)"Y
ItLItt::TI1()"'I t::S LT[).
We monitor channel

SURREY

34 Aldershot Ad., Gulldlord 574434

1 5 North Street, Crewkerne.
Somerset TA 1 8 7AL.
Tel: (0460) 76312
Mail Order available.
Send £1 for catalogue.
refundable with first order.

0723-3739 1 4
or eyeball at:
1 47 VICTORIA ROAD,
SCARBOROUGH,
YORKS H I R E

D E A D LI N E S

WEST Y O R I<S H I R E

Y O R I< S H I R E

ELITE COMMUNICATIONS

Next Copy
Deadline for
the November
issue is 9th
September, 1 988

SUPERS LAB C B CENTRE

E M P R E S S TRADING CO.

OX1 4 1 JD

Tal: 0235 . 21400

Open: 6 days Mon-Sat

':....

_,_

,

"'.
.

'

9-5.30
Instant credit facilities. Agents for
934 MHZ. Wholesale. Retail and

••

Repairs, 934 and Amateur.
Cobras and Yaesu wanted.

NEW CEPT CB NOW AVAILABLE

'"t 'orA! COMMUlllCMKW CO"�NN

132A ELM ROAD,
KINGSTON UPON THAMES.
SURREY.
TEL: 01 - 546 5662

ALL CB CLUB MEMBERS
RECEIVE 1 0'h REDUCTION
ON PRODUCTION OF ANY CB
MEMBERSHIP CARD.

SUSSEX

S U R R EY

,[bc mab t�+115
GJtOI1
"1}
The CB Spe
claUst

Ri�Su;�:J��d�����; �ilS
e
Phone 80B on (0932) 33801 0
(24 Hour Answer phone)
WILL MAIL AT COST.
ACCESSAND VISA CARDS WELCOME
SOUTHERN U.K. AK3 SUPPLIER.
PO 80)( 88, WEYBRIDGE, KT13 OAT

The e. B.

�� ����
·

CITIZENS' BAND

�
�

e
lne co
SI. leonards on Sea.
Tel: Hastings(0424)443185/442025

Open: MorKlav

ADVERTI S E R S

THIS SPACE
COULD BE YOURS
FOR AS LlnLE
AS £20.70
PER MONTH

l!J

\oS:llurday 9.30-5.30
Aetail& Whol esale

SOME RSET
TRAVELLING LIGHT
(CIDERMAN)

* BEST RANGE ANO SERVICE
* COVERING SOMERSET, AVON. WILTS
* FUll REPAIR SERVICE. ALL MODES
* SECOND HAND CS's BOUGHT AND
SOLD
* ALL TYPES OF TELEPHONES
STOCKED
Try V$ we are the oldest CB shop lor
miles and s//II going Slfong.

SEPTEMBER 1988

Mon,Sat 9'5.30, Sun 10.30'1.00
TEL: 0373 88281

John A. Dobbins Lld
Bradford Road, A650,
East Ardsiey, Hr. Wakelield

lel: 0532 524586

LARGEST STOCKIST OF CB
EQUIPMENT IN THE NORTH
(Trade and Retail)
Full

I

Repairs Service
Mail Order

Z

WEST Y O R I< S H I R E

R.F. COMMUNICATIONS
228 Hansons lane
Halifax H X 1 4 QW
Tol: 0422 62858
Open Monday-Saturday
1 0 a.m. till 2 p.m.
3.30 p.m. till 8 p.m.
Sunday 9 a . m . till 1 p.m.

WEST M I DLAN D S

HEWARD'S HOME STORES
LTO (Established 1963)
82214 Klng slandlng Aoad,
Birmingham B44 9RT.
Te1: 021·354 2083

G4RJM Wllh 38 years In The RadiO
Trade Ham EQulpmenl urgently
wanted Open: Mon·Sal 9·6

WE WELCOME ALL CB'er.

THI No, 1 (,B, SHOP
WIOI RANGE OF RIGS & TWIGS
All A((ISSORIIS AVAILABLE,
"PART EXCHANGE WElCOME"

ALSO. 2 WAY TAXI AND T.V.
AERIALS, TELEPHONES. IN CAR'
RADIOS �ND ELECTRICAL GOODS.

ANY ENQUIRIES WELCOME.

o

TEl: (0274) 499340
564 Thornton Road. Bradf rd B08 9NF

S O U T H Y O R I<S H I R E

IXL

CB
ELECTRICAL

�
!''t!�
L/'11:
't�
<' 1 X��:�

REPAIRS. NEW AND S/HANO
RIGS AND TWIGS.

394 LANGSETT RD
S H E F F I E LD

0742 337857
,. 1:.\ '" 9-6 Mon · Sat

S O U T H Y O R I<S H I R E

North Saturn
Communications

The Communication Specialists
CB - PMR - CORDLESS PHONES
IN-CAR TELEPHONES
Mobile Phones, Cellne/IVodefone

Odeon Arcade. Hallgate, Doncaster
South Yorkshire ON1 3LZ
Tol: (03021 66352 & 65991
Mobile Phone 0836 6081 1 1

5

Kindly mention Citizens' Band when replying to advertisements
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Semi Display: £9 . 1 5 per si ng l e column centimetre
M i n i m u m 2 . 5 centimetres
Evelyn Coombes, C B Classified Department,
Argus Specialist Publications ltd .
1 Golden Square, london W 1 R 3AB

0699

.

ACCESS O R I ES

NATI O N W I D E D E LIVERY
D EA LE R S contact u s today for very

W H O LESALE
C B radios, aerials and accessories
delivered to your shop. Contact
for price list.
Pama House, 433 Wilmslow
Road, Manchester M20 9AF.
only 3 minutes from M56

fast, friendly service, competitive
widest range and latest CB products,

Full Colour QSlS 1000 £55
• Personalised QSLS 1000 £16.50
• Eyeball Cards 1000 £ 1 1
• Embroidered Patches 100 £100
(sample £2) • Club Stamps Mounted 60 £50 • Patches 3" dia. in
up to 9 colours. Club stamps 1" dia.)
DIY QSLS 100 £2.50
EyebaflCards 1 0 0 £ 1 . 1 0

DIY Bargain Pack 100 o f 88ch £3

SASE for deI8l�s: CURRle aSLS
Room 2. 89 Derwent St., Conseu,
Co. Durham. OHS SlT, England.

LOWEST PRICES for rubber
stamps, printing, key fobs,
patches, etc. Free comprehen
sive catalogue. Tel: 0795
665789.

C H ROMAPRINT
FOIL PRINTED
Business and QSL ca rds (and book
matches)

c

Many colours available, stunning
ombinations.
Send SAE for samples/details to

Chromaprint, Bournes Green,
Stroud, Gloucesershire GL6 7NL.

0452 770343

Tel: 0 6 1 -446 2437 061 -445 8 9 1 8
0 6 1 -434 5701
Telex: 666762 PAMAGO G
Fax: 061 -445 0978

OPEN EVERY DAY, S U N DAY 1 0-2

NATIONAL

C A R DS, STICKERS A N D B A D G E S

High quality foil printed a.s.L.
and Eyeball Cards at the lowest
prices including gloss, metallic,
mirror, plastic keyfobs, book
matches etc. For free sample,
write or phone Northlight
Promotions (CB) 47 Paget
Avenue, Birstall, Leicester LE4
4HU. Tel. (0533) 677239.

A.B.C.B.

P E R S O N A L I S E D L E I S U R E WEAR

SCREEN PRINTED
T SHIRTS & SWEATSHIRTS

Minimum Quantity only 10 Garments.
Foil Printed Pens/ Pencils/Business
Cards etc. Also available.
For full list send large S.A.f. to:

Image Promotions

Dept. CB, 75 Radstock Road,
Midsomer Norton, Avon BA3 2AR. Tel:

0761-417362

To advertise here call
Evelyn Coombes on
01 -437 0699 Todav.

TE N N A M AST
S C O T L A N D
TEN NAMAST

U P TilT O V E R

NEW AND USED CB'S, FeC
CONVERSION BOARDS,
AERIALS, TRANSISTORS, IC's &
MANY MORE ACCESSORIES.
SHOP OPEN SATURDAYS ONLY
OR BY APPOINTMENT

BE

MASTS.

TO

USE

-

SUM

AND

ELEGANT - SUIT- ABLE FOR
AND

VHF.

B U i lT

LES EVANS ELECTRICAL
TEL: WEM (0939) 32090

FAST

THEY A R E : EASY TO OPERATE 
SAFE

EQUIPMENT

ARE

C O M I N G THE N A M E FOR W I N D

.

44

Send S.8.e. lor details to:

A E R IALS

B A YEOMANS & SON 66 NorthWalsham Roed, Norwich 060346294

MAURITRON (CB), 8 Cherry Tree
Road, Chinnor. Oxon OX9 4QY.

.

BH TRADING, P.O. Box 40,
Runcorn. Cheshire WA7 4EW.

TEL: {05882} 2703 & 2502

.

Plus FREE catalogue Unique
Repair and Dat8 Guides.

. . .

.

aSL and Eyeball
Cards. Many colours with gold/
silver/coloured lettering. S.a.e.
order form and samples. Sharp
Graphics, P.O. B ox 3, Grange
mouth FK3 9BD. (0324)
473432.

THE AERIALS BELOW SUIT EITHER FREQUENCY
Modulator
Super Modulator . 10.99
5ft Centre Loaded . 6.50
5ft 2 Coit .
.... 8.60
Thunderbolt ........ 5.99
Taxi/Ham Higain % 4.99
1ft Rubb e r . .
. 3.99
5ft 8asa Loaded ..... 3.50
Super Thunderbolt . 6.99
Long Coil . ........... .... 7.99
2f\ Base loaded ..... 3.60
Saturn Base ........ , 5.99
3ft
Centre
Loaded
.
4.99
Twin Thunderbolt ... 9.99

Giant Collection C.B. CircuilS
covers over 100 different
makes/models.
Only £4.95 POST FREE

.

GLOSSY

NEW LEGAL FREQUENCY

C.B. CIRCUITS MANUAL

New fraquency CB's
Uniden 400 . . . .......... ..... .... .. . £82.45
ONT Contact 40 ......................... £78.95
Breaker 40 ................................. £57.50
Altai DM31 5 Echo power mike l 1 6 . 75
81ack Jaguar 8J200 hand
held receiver (one) ..... ... ... .... £79.80
Uniden Bearcat IOOXL handheld
receiver (one) ...... . .. ................ £64.45

The National Organisation
Representing
Licensed Breakers.
SAS for detai
l s to:
ABeD, PO Box 13, North PDO,
Nottingham NGS 7DU

c.O.C. The absolute best high gloss or
buff OSL. Eyeball cards. MuW or single
colour. on most colours of card from £ 1 6
plus p+p. Plus design service i f required.
(No foil prints). Payment with order +
allow 28 days. S.A.E. details/orders:
C.O.C" Unit 2, Victoria Street,
Lawson Industrial Estate.
Nth. Shields, Tyne 80: Wear

* New and old frequency C8s i n stoCk * 8est prices paid for used C8s * Conversion
kits Uniace Audiotine to new frequency £6.99 down to £4.99 * Conversion kits
Uniasce Audioline to new and old frequency £9.99.

M A N UALS

CB RADIO SCANNERS AND ACCESSORIES

(Aasoclatlon {or Brilbh Citizens' Band)

ACCESS O R I E S

SERVICE

F O R SALE

O R G A N ISAT I O N S

NORTHLlGHT PROMOTIONS.

prices.

DESIGNED

HF

AND

PROFESSI ONALLY

BY

24 HOUR ANS WER
SERVICE

ENTHUS IASTS FOR ENTHUS IASTS.

.,-

PLEASE WRITE OR TELEPHONE

o T E N N AMAST, SCOTlAND, Mains Road, Beith,

"."...."

Ayrshire KA 1 5 2HT. Tel: (05055) 3824

Next Copy Deadline for the
November issue is 9th September, 1 988

Kindly mention Citizens' Band when replying to advertisements

CITIZENS' BAND

SEPTEMBER 1988

ACCESSOR I E S

W H O LESALE
D I ST R I B UTO R S
O F CB

G iant
range
of
CBs
accessories, contact u s today
very
fast,
friendly
service,
competitive prices, widest range
a n d l atest CB products.

Tel: 0 6 1 -446 2437
WE DELIVER NATIONWIDE OPEN EVERY DAY, SUN DAY 1 0- 2
Pama House, 433 Wilmslow Road, Manchester M20 9 A F Only 3 minutes from

PLANS
SURVEILLANCE

CRYSTALS
DEVICES,

Bug Detectors, Voice, Scram
bler, Directional Microphone,
Many others. SAE for list, Plans
Centre, Unit 7, Old Wharf,
Oymack Road, Ledbury HR8
2D8.

QUARTZ CRYSTALS and
filters. Phone for details/S.A.E.
list.
Golledge
Electronics,
Merriolt, Somerset TA 1 6 5NS.
Tel: 0460·73718.

F O R S A LE

FOR SALE

JAYCEE ELEORONICS LTD.
JOHN GM30PW

20 Woodside Way

.

Glenrolhes.
Fife KY7 SDP
Tel: 0592 756962

Open: Tues.-Sal. 9-5.

Quality second hand equipment I n
stock. Full range of TRIO goodies.

Jaybeam

•

Microwave Modules - LAR.

BE SAJE AND LEGAl WHEN MOBILE

with

the
"SPEAKEASY"
Handsfree
Microphone £1 5.00 inClusive.
Radio Baby Listener. transm,ts eVllry sound
10 ordinary FM Radio £1.50 Inclusive.
Cell
60)(
tapes
your
telephone
conversations automatically onlO standard
cassena recorder, £16.50 il'l(:lu5lVI.

S.A.E. more details.

live WireleSl CiD Video World
7 Wallay Street, SouthporC,
Merseyside
pl,.SI.

Mail Order 0"('1

OF SERIES DISCOUNTS
"THE
SHACK"

UK FM CB Radio repairs and supplier 01
aeC8SS0llltS aod associated COffijlOflenlS,
u.idttI ,.d C,blrMI Sill'" Le.•
l""" SlQf$. CtHl$. f.e.c. Con"!SIOtl IIOlInls.
',HE SHACK", 231 CAXTON STREET,
SUNNYHILL, DERBV DEl 7RB.
lel: 0332 760353 (Paul)

CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

SCAN N I N G

BOARDS

RECEIVERS

C B CONVERSION BOARDS

The well known ,.nge 01 KS Services CB
conve/sion boards ale sliU available at
l
s
iO
i��t����
:�: a�
���;�:
guarantee,
160 Channel conve/llion lor C8 21181 rigs
using PLL', LC1131 & TC9 1 1 9 gi....s FCC
low·Mid·High plus legal for Unidenl
Cybefnet/Midland etc. £22.95 inclUSive.
80 Ch,nnef Conversion lor ONT/LCL chassis
gIves FCC Mid (CEPT) and e.,sting Legal band.
£10,95 InclUSIve.
Multlmode conver.ion for SSB and AM/FM
rigs,
PLL
types
PLL02A/M88119
&.
MC145108
i.e.
Cobra/Supe/st8r/Ham/
Concorde etc. gives UK FM end Increased FCC
coveraga. £9,95 inclUSIve,
n
��ue 'po��:1 6��er�Y': s.�� M�:r�:."�i
prices ,"clude Post &. Packing atc.
lor full d.lI/ifs find 'ppliell/ioll lis/.
S.J. MORRIS. 16 B,inblidge Cion,
Grllnge P.rk, Swindon, Wilt,. SN6 680.
Tel: 0193 B11 265

�::�t: r.�;f!;'

�

KANGA PRODUCTS

KITS FOR THE CONSTRUCTOR
TOPIlRANDlRX.
toIUO
SINGLE BMlO RECEIVER
tl'.ts
OUAl 84HOIIECEIYER to" eo
_ OS.M
DIGITAL OlAVCOUNTEA
tl'."
aI,1IS
MARKET KIT. 1000C - 10 Ueg
OUR VERY POPVlAfI "'.F 0 I(IT
O.ts
f,!IN'ATUAE V.F.O '" SQUARE 1'(:11."$
!If SIOETONEOENEIV.TOII KIT _
_
U.t5
FT701. fTn 160M COtNERSION KI'
UI.5O
l$otn. �," .'.IUPpl� �I
PU·...SEADDMP pip

PWS MAIIYMAIIY MOllE mrElIfSTlIIQ Klrs
s_'fOIJ'I.,,. $A£ 10'1_ �.'.IO!I""

KANGA PRODUCTS

3 LIMES ROAD, FOLKESTONE CTI9 tAU.

C R Y STALS

NEIGHBOURHOOD
WATCH BURGLAR
ALARM D.I.Y. KIT

IT'S ARRIVED!

- UNIDEN OWNERS' 1 0.695 MHz CRYSTAL FILTER
KIT with specially designed coils.'
For Uniden 1 00, 200, 300.
Audioline 340, 341, 345.
Realistic 2,000, 2,001 etc.

will offer a professional

system at a O , I . Y . price

Ham mini beam 1 0, 1 5, 20
metres. Part integrated
circuits, transistors, diodes,
valves, resistors, etc.
Service Manual and parts
for Spectrum and Amstrad

•

Southampton SOl

o'�o� OAK CAFE
�

London Road
Amesbury, Wilts.

B&B
Sleeper Cabs

£7.00
£4.00

(Inc. Ev. Meal or B'Fast)

CB equipment available.
Telephone: 0980 23804

CITIZENS' BAND

SEPTEMBER 1 988

TERMS A N D

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

ICs, 10m Conversion Boards

..

NEW!

Books
boar frOfll CB
CITY 11lf£RNATIONAL

"TilE CB EPROM DATA

BOOK" ",rinen by "The
Spoci.I�" lor Amlleul'$
..-110 i!lI lo ronvtrt CB le
IOm by tbcm>eh'Q: r,ny
four pl&tS (ll)Cktd wiill
illtludin,
infOllNUon
Ep<QIII oodes .nd !'CB
layoutsl CompitmCftts I.ou
F klio·. "THE CB PLL
OIlTA BOOK".
How10 modify llle PI.I.I'of
lilt I()'Mcw 111111 t......
• Smior MIQuIs I'of UK and upon CB RadioI; •
CryIUk and Cf)'IIIb Filtm • S� pans for Unickn and
Cybrntcl rip . M� Pili Kmo'S - 00WI1C1$WIk
and da",p • Nio;kelp41C<1 ri&KftWl< and pWlicKftWl< .
Rep4oem<nl VCOKK"'lXltSlor PlI.02A blocks. ""'IC
Kkctiort of Cll radios and ao:;:csoona

..

....

rh;, ;, th£'
p/a('(' to
at/I,(,,.ti,£' ,rollr
rrllc" ,';t0l'

FREE

NZ •

CONDITIONS

5.J. Tonks (Cl COMponents)
S uppl iers of Transistors,

.....

for

_ £3.25 �,;rv'&
�d�
�
ISSEI ��
5
0703 780335

Order)

B O O K S AND
P U B L I CAT I O N S

For all your CB radio and trucking requirements

WE ARE ONE OF THE BIGGEST CB RETAIL OUnETS IN THE UK

_£10.00 �,;,'�,&

CRYSTAL FIL1ER

Cybeme� Maxcon, Nato 2.000

TRUCK STOP

N O RTHWAY FILLI N G STAT I O N ,
A 1 Southbound. N r . Baldock, Herts.
Tel: 0462 730430

.

Hembro International Ltd
61 South Road, Spark Brook,
Birmingham B11 lEX
Tel 021·771·2645 (1755)

A LA R M S

St. Olaf's Road, Stratton,
Nr. Bud8, Cornwall.
Tel8phone: 0288 4892

Spares, repairs a n d friendly advice.
Open 7 days a week. Easy lorry and car parking

70·700 MHz
RECEiVE . . . . .
TRANSM)T .
. . . . 70·500 MHz
MAX POWER . . . . . . . . . 500 W
.. . . ._
3.5d8
GAIN .

CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

M. J. SEAWARD (Mail

N O R T H WAY T R U C KSTO P

£22 ( + £2 P&P)

S.A.E.

Send an 8" x 5" SAE for list.

,

HEMBRO
DISCONE
SCANNING
RECEIVER
WIDEBAND
ANTENNA

�t�

�

I(ITS

ACCESS O R I ES
01 -437 0699 FOR DETAILS

CONVE R S I O N

M56

Write or 'phone rOl a
calalogue or call in
we .re only a mile from JUDCtion 9 on (he M6.
53·55 Oarleslon Road ' Walsall West
Midlands · WS2 90T ' (0922) 646710



TERMS & CONDITIONS
Our terms for new advertisers (seml·d,splay
and lineage) are strictly pro·lorma payments
un,il sa'isfactory reference can be laken up
(excluding recognised advertising agenci8$).
Cheques and P.O:s should be crossed .nd
made payable to ARGUS SPECIALIST PUB·
LICATIONS llD and senl together with the
IIdve.l;sements to:
The Classif(ed Depl"
No. l GOldon Squllre.
London Wl R 3AB.
There are no reimbursements for cancella
lions. Advertisements arriving tOO late for "
partIcular issue will be inserted in the
follOWing issue unless accompanied by In·
struc,ions to the eonlr8ty. It IS the respon·
slbllity of the advertIser to ensure thllt the
first insertion of every sefles IS published
cor- rectty. and corrections mus, be noliflOd
In time lor the second Insertion, otherWIse
Ihe publishers will not accept lillbility or offer
any reductIon in charges.
All advertising sales are sub,ect to Govem.
mant
Regulations
concerning
VAT.
Advenisrs 8re responSIble lor complYing
WIth the various legal requirements In fOlce
ade
es i t
A
� cri�7�atj
' P il
'
actD
� Sin
IIdvertisements (disclosure) order 1911.

?�

Full

��

&

h�

�

!��

Telm: :iI�g,!/��0;:a��:/,!".rfisin9
V

Kindly mention Citizens' Band when replying to advertisements
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C LA S S I F I E D CO U PO N

�--------- -------------------------------�
Rate!": pneage 58p perword (VAT inclusive) minimum 1 5 wo ds.
,
CITIZENS BAND, CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT
DEPARTMENT, No. I GOLDEN SQUARE, LONDON WI R 3AB.

�l�l�Y

PLEASE DEBIT MY ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD No.

1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

o FOR SALE

o aSLS

!t-!!
=

1 1 1 I ... .. ..
o WANTED

�
.
Semt·dlsplay £ 9 . 1 5 per single column cm plus VAT. No relmbursements for cancellations. All advertisements must be pre·paid.

..

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...................

ddress

A

...

Signature

o KITS

..

. . . .. ..... .

..

.. . .. . . . . . . ..... ... .

...... ... . . . . . . ......
.

.

. . . . . . . . .. . . . ...... . .

. .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Daytime Tel. No. .

.. . . . . . . Date

o OTHERWISE STATE

o ACCESS O R I ES

�- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -�
GUILDFORD COMMU NICATIONS
Supplying CBers since 1 979

M O BI LE R I G S

BAS E A N T E N N A

M i d l a n d 77 - 1 04 . . . . . . . . . . . . . " . . . . . . " . . . . . . . .
M id l a n d 77 - 805 . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Moonraker M i no r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...
.
.
. ...
Moonraker Major
Moonraker Master . . . . . . . . " . . . .. " . . . . . . . .
D N T Contact 4 0 CEPT . . . . ..... . .. . .. . . . .
.

.

£59 . 9 5
£89 . 95
£59 . 9 5
£84 . 9 5
£69 . 9 5
£79 . 9 5

.

.

.

.

. .

. . . . . . . .

.

. . .

..

. .

.

. . . .. . . . . . . .

..

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

1 /2 Wave .. ................... " ...... " . . . . . . . . . . . . . " . . . . . . . . . . . £9 . 95
£ 1 0 . 95
5/8 Wave
£
1 9 . 95
. . . . .. . . ...... .... . . .. ..... ...
T h u nderpole 1 1
. . .. . . . ..... . £22 . 00
T h u nderpole I I I . . . .. .. . . . . ... .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. ...

.

.

.

.

..

.

..

Sirio
DV 27
T- 27 (with cab & m nt.)
. . .. .
T2-27 (with cab & m nt) . .
CT-27 ( m i n i centre load) . ..... . . . . . . . .
Modulator
T h u nder Bolt .. . .
.
Super TIBolt .. .
. . . . . . . . . . . .......... .... . . .
Long C o i l
. . ....
. . . . . . . ...
Mod S u pe r 1 1
.. . ..
B l ack Widow .. .. . . . .
Valor
24 " D i a l - a - M atch . .. .. . .. .... . . . . .. ... . .
48 " D i a l - a - M atch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . ... ...
60 " Ha Ifbreed
.
..
. .. .
.
Warrior
. . . . . . . • .. • • • . . . . • • . . .

. . .

. . . .

. . .

.

.

.

. . . .. . . . . . . . .

..

. .

..

£7 . 50
£8 . 95
£ 1 0 . 25
£ 1 4 .7 5
£29 . 95

.

. . .

.

.

..

..

....

..

. . . . . . . .

..

.......

.

. . . . .

.

.

.

.

....

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

.

. . .

..

. . .

.

. . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . .

. . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . .

.

.

. . . . .

..

Mail Order
ONTY

.

. .

..

.

.

.

. . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . .

. .

. . . . . .

. . . .

.

.

.

.

. .

. .

�

DESCRIPTION

.

. .

..

.

.

CIiC

.

PRICE

. .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . .

.

. . . . . . . . .
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. .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . .

..

.

.

MICROPHONES

. . . .

£7 . 9 5
£ 1 0.95
£ 1 1 .9 5
£ 1 3 .95

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .

.

K40 Dyna m i c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.
. . £ 1 6 . 50
Altai Replacement . . .. .. .. " . . . . . " . . . . ... " . . . . . " . . . . . . . . . . £4 . 95
.. . .
. . .
.
. . . . . £ 1 5 . 75
Sadelta M R 1 .
...
.. .
. . . . . .. ... £ 2 1 . 95
Sadelta MP2
. . . . . . ... . . . . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £33 . 95
Sadelta M E3 .
.
..
..
. . . . . . . . . ... . ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £23 . 95
Sadelta MB4
.

M O B I L E A NTE N NA

.

.

.

. .

.

.

.

.

.

. . . . . . . . . .

.

.

.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.

.

.

. .

. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.

. £8 . 95
£ 1 0 . 75
£ 1 0 . 75
£ 1 1 . 75

Guildford Communications,
34 Aldershot Road,
GUILDFORD, Surrey GU2 6AF•
lel: (0483) 574434

K i ndly mention Citizens' Band when replying to advertisements

P+P
TOTAL

CITIZENS' BAND

£2.50

S�PTEMBER 1988

T H E PA M A SA L E S T E A M

IGAL

EOI

JACK

LE N

DO TH E P R O D U CTS YO U STO CK S E ll FAST?
Pama 's D o !

Pama rea l i s e t ha t b e i ng a C . B . reta i l er i s n ot easy, we u n d ersta nd yo u r
prob l e m s a n d how i m portant i t i s th at yo u h ave t h e prod u cts that se l l o n yo u r
s helves fast, t h ats why Pa m a 's i s proba bly t h e bi ggest i ndependent C . B .
whol esa ler i n t h e cou ntry.

1 0 G O O D R EASO N S F O R CA LLI N G Pama
* EXTE N S IVE STOCK RANGES

* DISTR I B UTOR OF ALL LEADING BRANDS
* ALL O R D E R S DES PATC H E D WITH I N 1 HOUR O F PLACEMENT
* H I G H LY COM PETITIVE P R I CES
* F U LL S E RVICE AND SALES BACK-UP
* F R I E N DLY - PROFESSI ONAL SALES TEAM
* THE FASTEST DELIVERY IN THE U.K .
* EVERYTH I N G FROM A - Z I N C.B. I N O NE PLACE
* DELIVERY EVERYWH ER E NATIO NWI D E & EUROPE
* TRAD E - O N LY, OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK.
To set up an a cco u nt with Pa m a is easy, j u st pick u p the phone a nd ca l l on e of
the s a l e s tea m O N T H E H OTLl N E ( 0 6 1 -446 2437) 3 LI N ES AVA I LA B L E
a n d they wi l l b e p l eased to a n swer a l l yo u r q u est i o n s a nd send a ny
i nfo rmation, you req u i re .

WE A RE CELEBRA TING 1 0 YEA RS OF PA MA
SO THERE A RE MA N Y CELEBRA TOR Y OFFERS
PAMA HOUSE , 433 WILMSLOW ROAD ,
WITHINGTON, MANCHESTER M20 9AF.
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��
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ESll'BUliHED CB SPECIALISTS (TRADING SINCE
1979) WE HAVE THE WIDEST RANGE OF CB'�
AND ACCESSORIES IN THE COUNTRY

�

ALL MAIL ORDER ITEMS ARE
�
CHECKED & TESTED BEFORE
DESPATCH AND FU LLY GUARANTEED•

...

�;

RIO VECTOR

�·\\C
)'

Big 7/, Sigma 4 type antenna With
a big 6 db gain. Superb DX
'<i: "�
.
capabihty, power handling to 2 ,:,�
kw and bandwidth in excess of 2 i:
MHzt High quality construaion. i;

£

'� . " "".j.:.,;itt

59

MIDLAND

i

New Superrransceiver with a

including frequency readoul. built In linear,

77-B05 and
77- 104 NOW

5can mike etc.

P.O.A.

-----ol CB RADIOS by Lou Frank"n

UNDERSTANDING & REPAIRING

BACK IN STOCK

. 1 2 .50
168 BIG
�..

UNDERSTANDING & REPAIRING

CB RAOIOS

PAGII.
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A NEW RANGE OF IeInn
HIGH POWER LOW
PRICE LlNEARS FROM ITALY.
LEMM LEOPARD L200

(100 plus waHs @ Sw 1nl £46.00
LEMM LEOPARD L300

f200w @ Sw 1nl £80.00
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MAIL ORDER CATALOGUE
• Tlpo on """'''9 Rf', TVl_"

tIon n%o pt"0.........

Updated Revised Edition
featuring NEW products.

All prICes qUOIN Include poll & pociunr O\1!rseoJ Olden odd 20% ( L Sterling only pleasel

()TV

....

• How'o""gn'

adds FM 10 AM radios wllh a 455 'Khz IF.
Can be used wllh moSI Iransctivers.
InSltuctions supplltd for Maxon IColt,
G'
Cobra, Midland t'' . h
W:
':
"
=
"'�
o�
I.�
�
�
JO
:
.�
:
:::
.
'�
AR7 and Olhtrs.

I
I.

.

• O.IIie.d. ...,·lo·u"d.,II.na .,,..It a••e" ,IIolI. ''''''uatng

FREQUENCY
MODEM - FM 455

I

,

• Slmp'. II0ubl".oollng

@ 10w 1nl £110.00

To: TRUCK KING, Dept
320 ST. AlBANS ROAD, WATFORD WD2 5PQ
Enqu!i
lesNISAlACCESS orders phone (0923) 35943

.,

�ou Flln,"" 10,11 . In , ,." 'nlo...... a."n·,o·.." ..." . which hll "'.�. hi. 0'.0l0\I.
Cl lOeM•••1 ,.bllt"lan. ,•• -b'b'''- 0' ,.,. 11.... lh. .•• no <o ,,,u,.a
,',,"onk '.00., hO,.: In' p" " '<"" CO''''OR
''
Cl " ,ewl. . . ".'nOd 'n ,• • •'mpl."
'0"'''. wo,. HU""'.�I o' I.h,....'k•. <h.",. ,na a.....ng• • •'p "'••• Ih', Ih. _"
.....P••,•••t•••""...'U.bIt
11>0 '"blte'.

LEMM LEOPARD L350

...

.. ......
.. ...

$11.11"11 wlln. dO''''ot "I«unlo..0''"ftII�.' ."'<IIIe."
and ",,,,w''''g .....P"'."'.
.
y....lI.,.guloM� I�''''',. b.ok...."_I.....bt..h
� ,..hnlctw..",�., ••, . ,.. C'
.U,.... l�'o .. 'o"o .� by . ,hO,owgh ...." .,. 0' ,','wllI, ..ry 'YO' 0' <I.�u" lowna 'n
C8 .oa,o•. ',om Ih•• ,•••,. 23·.h......' ,".,. If.n.�o" ''' 'o ••, moot mod.",. mwU'mofO
..,lIa·".1O moa,,,. " ......... .." ," on ,""lOnn. " Ob'.",o .na I••' '..11.""'0.. ',
'ncJw""�. O.'.�. on wh... 10 """ ._HI<: Pt." .. ..,.'... ..., ""u(pm.n,. 0' mo,.
'n'o,m,_ .., _a IN...."....,' "'. ..�

If you have not yet seen our
vast range of radio products
then you really should send
for our new catalogue. Sixty
four fully illustrated pages
show a masSIVe seleaton of
Items covenng all aspects of CB
radiO pluS of course a full range
of ttuckln g accessOries Please
send £2' 0 0 chequelPO

�----t enclose Cheque/P.C. for L___ payable to Truck King

Name
Address
PlEASE USEA SEPARATE SHEET OFPAPER IF YOU NEEOMORE ROOM
OR00 NCff WISH TO CUT YOURMAGAZJNE.
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ACCESSNISA orders phone

W sh to pay by

III

0 AMEX 0 (Tick)

0923 35943

Card No.
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